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In the first part of this thesis, we present results from extensive molecular
dynamics simulations of the collapse transitions of hydrophobic polymers in
explicit water. The focus is to understand the roles that curvature and interactions associated with the polymer-water “interface” have on collapse thermodynamics. We show that model hydrophobic polymers can have parabolic,
protein-like, temperature-dependent free energies of unfolding. Analysis of the
water structure shows that the polymer-water interface can be characterized
as soft and weakly dewetted. We also show that an appropriately defined surface tension for the polymer-water interface is independent of the attractive
polymer-water interactions. This helped us to develop a perturbation model
vi

for predicting the effect of attractions on polymer collapse thermodynamics.
In the second part, we explore connections between structure, thermodynamics, and dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids. First, we use molecular
dynamics simulations and classical density functional theory (DFT) to study
the hard-sphere fluid at approximately 103 equilibrium state points, spanning
different confining geometries and particle-boundary interactions. We provide strong empirical evidence that both excess entropy and a new generalized
measure of available volume for inhomogeneous fluids correlate excellently with
self-diffusivity, approximately independent of the degree of confinement.
Next, we study via simulations how tuning particle-wall interactions to
flatten or enhance the particle layering of a model confined fluid impacts its
self-diffusivity, viscosity, and entropy. Interestingly, interactions that eliminate
particle layering can significantly reduce confined fluid mobility, whereas those
that enhance layering can have the opposite effect. Excess entropy helps to
understand and predict these trends.
Finally, we explore the relationships between the effective interparticle
interactions, static structure, and tracer diffusivity of a solute in a mixture.
We show that knowledge of these relationships can allow one to “tune” the
effective interparticle interactions of the solute in a way that increases its tracer
diffusivity. One interesting consequence is that the mobility of a hard-sphere
solute can be increased by adding a soft-repulsion to its interaction, effectively
making it bigger.
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is the PMF, W (Rg ), at 298 K, for the smaller C25 and larger
CG25 polymers interacting with water via attractive (LJ) and
repulsive (WCA) interactions. Conformations with Rg < Rgcut
are defined as compact states: Rgcut = 0.6 nm for C25, and 0.73
nm for CG25 polymers, respectively, as shown by arrows. PMF
for C25 and CG25 polymers are zeroed at Rg values of 0.83 nm
and 1.4 nm, respectively. To make the comparison clear, the
horizontal axis is Rg − Rgmin ; with Rgmin = 0.385 nm for C25
and =0.474 nm for CG25 polymers, respectively. . . . . . . . .
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The hydration and other contributions to PMF for polymer
folding at 298 K. (a) Whyd (Rg ) contribution for C25 and CG25
polymers interacting via full LJ (filled circles), half LJ (inverted
triangles), and repulsive WCA (open circles) interactions. Panel
(b) shows the polymer-water attractive contribution, hUpw (Rg )i.
Lines are guide to the eye. Panel (c) shows the intra polymer
Wvac (Rg ) contribution for LJ and WCA versions of C25 and
CG25 polymers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Free energy of polymer unfolding. The free energy ∆Gu obtained by integrating the W (Rg ) curve as exp(−∆Gu /kB T )
R Rcut
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)/k
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is shown by circles. The curves are obtained by fitting the data
to form ∆Gu (T ) = ∆Hu (Tref ) − T ∆Su (Tref ) + ∆Cp−u [(T −
Tref ) − T ln(T /Tref )] shown by solid lines, where Tref = 298 K
was used. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Hydration contribution to the free energy and entropy of polymer unfolding. (a) ∆Ghyd
u (T ) estimated from simulations (symbols) by subtracting appropriately integrated polymer-water and
intrapolymer energy and entropy contributions: LJ polymers
(filled circles), WCA polymers (open circles), with red and blue
indicating C25 and CG25 polymers. Intrapolymer contributions were obtained from vacuum runs of the polymers at the
same temperature. Lines in panel (a) are predictions of the
area model, ∆Ghyd
= γ(T )∆Au , where ∆Au for C25 and CG25
u
are 0.73 and 1.66 nm2 , respectively, obtained by taking differences of ensemble average area of folded and unfolded states,
and γ(T ) = [∂Whyd /∂A]T . (b) Comparison of ∆Ghyd
predicted
u
using the area-volume model (lines) for C25 and CG25 models
with simulation data (symbols). Panels (c) and (d) show the
relative conformational hydration free energy, ∆Whyd , plotted
as Whyd (Rg ) − Whyd (Rgcut ), as a function of solvent excluded volume (SEV) and SASA, respectively. SEV and SASA are plotted
relative to their average values for Rgcut conformers, indicated by
∆V and ∆A. Dashed lines in panels (c) and (d) with respective
slopes c(298 K) and γ(298 K) (values indicated) bracket the observed behavior for different lengthscales. Panel (e) shows the
hydration contribution to entropy of unfolding. Entropy of hydration for WCA-methane obtained using test particle insertion
calculations [1] is also shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27
Water density fluctuations and weak dewetting of polymers. (a)
and (b) The local water density in the vicinity of C25 and CG25
polymers, respectively, calculated as average number of hydration waters divided by average SASA, hNw i /SASA. These values are normalized to 1 in the wet extended states of the polymers. (c) and (d) A measure of hydration shell compressibility
2
2
is the
/ hNw i2 SASA, where σN
or fluctuations obtained as σN
w
w
variance of water number fluctuations in the hydration shell of
the polymer. A water molecule is considered to be in the hydration shell if it is less than a certain cut off distance (0.6 nm
for C25 and 0.7 nm for CG25) from any monomer of the polymer. 33
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(a and b) Hydration contribution to the potential of mean force,
Whyd , for C25 and CG25 polymers, respectively. Cases with LJ
[ǫ/2, ǫ] and WCA polymer interactions are shown. Conformations with Rg < Rgcut are defined as collapsed/folded states:
Rgcut = 0.6 nm for C25 polymers and 0.73 nm for CG25 polymers. Both Whyd and Rg data are plotted as differences from
the Rgcut reference state and are taken from Ref. [2]. . . . . . .
43
(a and b) Hydration-shell water density calculated as average
number of hydration waters per unit solvent-accessible area,
hNhyd i/A, for C25 and CG25 (LJ and WCA) polymers, respectively. Horizontal (thick dashed) lines indicate surface water
density near isolated C25 and CG25 monomers [2]. A water
molecule is considered to be in the hydration-shell if its distance from the nearest monomer is less than a cut-off value (0.6
nm for C25 and 0.7 nm for CG25). Line style and color code
are the same as in Fig. 3.1. (c, d and e) Simulation snapshots
of CG25-WCA, CG25-LJ (ǫ/2), and CG25-LJ (ǫ) polymers in
water, respectively. Only hydration-shell water molecules are
shown. The configurations were chosen such that their hydration shell water density is close to hNhyd i/A shown above in (a
and b). In all cases, Rg ∼ Rgcut . To improve clarity, monomers
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(a and b) Spherically averaged monomer-oxygen(water) radial
distribution functions, g(r), for collapsed states of C25 [Rg =
0.46 nm] and CG25 [Rg = 0.55 nm] polymers, respectively.
Cases with LJ [ǫ/2, ǫ] and WCA polymer interactions are shown.
(c and d) Same, but now plotted as the product of g(r) and the
corresponding monomer-oxygen(water) LJ pair potential v(r).
(e and f) Same, but now g(r) and v(r) scaled appropriately,
g ∗(r)v ∗ (r) = [g(r)/ exp(βǫmw )][v(r)/ǫmw ]. (g and h) Polymer∗
water scaled LJ interaction energy Upw
(Rg ) = hUpw i/(ǫmw exp[βǫmw ])
for C25-LJ and CG25-LJ polymers, respectively, plotted versus
polymer radius of gyration Rg . Line style and color code are
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PMF for (a) C25-LJ and (b) CG25-LJ polymers. Simulation
results are shown in symbols and perturbation model predictions are shown by curves. (c) Predictions for unfolding free energy ∆Gu of C25-LJ and CG25-LJ polymers plotted against the
corresponding simulation data. ∆Guh is obtained by integratingi
R Rmax
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exp(−βW (Rg ))dRg −
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Schematic of an inhomogeneous HS fluid confined between boundaries in a slit pore geometry. The walls are placed a distance
H = h + σ apart, where h is the length accessible to particle
centers. Dark regions indicate hard spheres and confining walls.
Additional particle centers are excluded from the grey (overlap)
region. The white region indicates the volume available for inserting an identical hard sphere of diameter σ. . . . . . . . .
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Ratio of self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid to that of a confined
x
HS fluid with the same value of a static quantity x, Dbulk
/D, obtained via molecular simulations. Data are shown for the fluid
confined to slit pore [a, d, g, j], square channel [b, e, h, k], and
cylindrical pore [c, f, i, l] geometries. The static quantity x is indicated in each of the four panels. 20% bounds on relative error
in confined fluid self diffusivity “predictions” by using the bulk
x
structure-property relation Dbulk
are shown by red dash-dotted
lines. The equilibrium fluid states shown here span the density
range 0 < ρh < ρ0 , where ρ0 ≈ 0.95 for (a-c) and 1 < ρ0 < 1.25
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(x), 10 (*), and 15 (triangle). These dimensions correspond to
channel width H for slit pores and square channels and channel
diameter d for cylindrical pores. All channels have smooth hard
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Self diffusivity D of a HS fluid confined in narrow slit pores of
width H = 2−5 by smooth hard boundaries. The density of the
confined fluid is fixed at ρ = (6/π)0.4. We compare molecular
dynamics simulation data (open circle) for the confined fluid
x
with the self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid, Dbulk
, at the same
value of x = ρ (green dash-dotted line), x = sex (red square),
and x = p0 (blue triangle). Solid lines are shown as a guide
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HS fluid with the same value of a static quantity x, Dbulk
/D,
obtained via molecular simulation. Data include systems with
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Ratio of self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid to that of a confined
x
HS fluid with the same value of a static quantity x, Dbulk
/D.
x
Here we show a comparison of Dbulk /D with x obtained from
the DFT (lines) or TMMC (symbols) calculations. (a, b, and
c) Data for a monodisperse HS fluid confined by smooth hard
boundaries to a slit pore [H = 5], a cylindrical pore [H = 6],
and a square channel [H = 5] geometry, respectively. (d and
e) Data for small and large particles of a binary HS mixture
confined in a H = 5 slit pore, respectively. (f and g) Data
for a monodisperse HS fluid confined between the repulsive and
attractive boundaries discussed in the text, respectively, placed
at a separation of H = 5 in slit pore geometry. The density
range for the state points shown are the same as in Figure 4.2
for [a-c], Figure 4.4 for [d and e], and Figure 4.5 for [f and g].
20% bounds on relative error in self-diffusivity predictions are
shown by the red dash-dotted line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(a) Natural and flat density profiles ρ(z), and (b) natural and
structured density profiles for a confined WCA fluid with average density ρavg = 0.6 and H = 4, as discussed in the text. (c)
The associated particle-boundary interactions φext (z). . . . . .
Effect of boundary interaction (shape of density profile) on (a)
excess entropy per particle ∆sex (λ) = sex (λ) − sex (0) and entropy per particle ∆s(λ) = s(λ) − s(0), (b) self-diffusivity D,
and (c) viscosity η for the confined WCA fluid with ρavg = 0.6
and H = 4. The centerline corresponds to the fluid with the
natural density profile of Fig. 1(a) and (b). From center to left,
the density profile is systematically flattened: φ0 (z) = λf φ0,f (z),
where λf = 1 yields the flat profile shown in Fig. 1(a). From center to right, the density profile is structured: φ0 (z) = λs φ0,s (z),
where λs = 1 produces the structured profile shown in Fig. 1(b).
Symbols are simulation data, and curves are guide to the eye.
(a) Excess entropy per particle sex , (b) self-diffusivity D, and (c)
viscosity η, of the confined WCA fluid versus average density
ρavg at H = 4. Symbols are simulation data, and curves are
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(a) Self-diffusivity of WCA-tracer particles of diameter σt =
0.8, 1.0, 2.0, and, 2.2 plotted versus fluid density. (b and c)
Corresponding two-body contribution to excess entropy from
tracer-fluid correlations and partial molar excess entropy of tracer,
respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
Radial distribution function of fluid particles around a tracer
particle of diameter σt = 2.0 and associated tracer-fluid interactions in a WCA fluid at ρ = 0.9. (a and b) RDF for WCA
(2)
(solid line), ↑ st (dashed), and ↑ sex
t (dashed-dotted) tracerfluid interactions. (c) Corresponding tracer-fluid interactions. . 122
Two-body contribution to excess entropy from tracer-fluid RDF
(a, c) and the excess partial molar entropy (b, d) of a tracer par(2)
ticle with ↑ st (a, b) and ↑ sex
t (c, d) interactions. The static
properties are plotted as their difference from the corresponding value for a tracer with bare, WCA interactions. Data are
plotted versus fluid density for tracer particles of diameter,
σt = 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, and, 2.2 in a and b, and σt = 2.0 in c and d. 123
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Long-time diffusivity of a tracer particle with ↑ st interactions.
(2)
(a) Tracer diffusivity with ↑ st inteactions plotted versus that
with WCA interactions. Data are shown for tracers of size
σt = 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, and, 2.2. The solid line (Dt = Dt,WCA ) and
the dotted line (Dt = 2Dt,WCA ) are drawn to assist in the comparison of diffusivity values. (b) Same data as a, but plotted
(2)
as ratio of the diffusivity with ↑ st interactions to that with
WCA interactions versus fluid density. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 125
Long-time diffusivity of a tracer particle with ↑ sex
t interactions.
ex
(a) Tracer diffusivity with ↑ st inteactions plotted versus that
with WCA interactions. Data are shown for a tracer of size σt =
2.0. The solid line (Dt = Dt,WCA ) and the dotted line (Dt =
2Dt,WCA ) are drawn to assist in the comparison of diffusivity
values. (b) Same data as a, but plotted as ratio of the diffusivity
with ↑ sex
t interactions to that with WCA interactions versus
fluid density. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 126
Radial distribution function of fluid particles around a tracer
particle of diameter σt = 2.0 and associated tracer-fluid interactions in a WCA fluid at ρ = 0.9. (a) RDF for WCA (solid
(2)
line), ↑ st (dashed), and “brush” (dashed-dotted) tracer-fluid
interactions. (b) Corresponding tracer-fluid interactions. . . . 128
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(a) Two-body contribution to excess entropy from tracer-fluid
RDF and (b) the excess partial molar entropy of a tracer particle
with “brush”interactions. The static properties are plotted as
their difference from the corresponding value for a tracer with
bare, WCA interactions. Data are plotted versus fluid density
for tracer particles of diameter σt = 2.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . 130
6.8 Long-time diffusivity of a tracer particle with “brush”interactions.
(a) Tracer diffusivity with “brush”inteactions plotted versus
that with WCA interactions. Data are shown for a tracer of
size σt = 2.0. The solid line (Dt = Dt,WCA ) and the dotted
line (Dt = 2Dt ,WCA ) are drawn to assist in the comparison of
diffusivity values. (b) Same data as a, but plotted as ratio of
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6.9 Radial distribution function of fluid particles around a tracer
particle of diameter σt = 2.0 and associated tracer-fluid interactions in a WCA fluid at ρ = 0.9. (a) RDF for WCA (solid
line), ↑ sex
t (dashed), and Yukawa (dashed-dotted) tracer-fluid
interactions. (b) Corresponding tracer-fluid interactions. . . . 132
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with Yukawa interactions. The static properties are plotted as
their difference from the corresponding value for a tracer with
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6.11 Long-time diffusivity of a tracer particle with Yukawa interactions. (a) Tracer diffusivity with Yukawa inteactions plotted
versus that with WCA interactions. Data are shown for a tracer
of size σt = 2.0. The solid line (Dt = Dt,WCA ) and the dotted
line (Dt = 2Dt,WCA ) are drawn to assist in the comparison of
diffusivity values. (b) Same data as a, but plotted as ratio of
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For my dissertation work, I have studied two broad research problems. The
first focused on exploring the thermodynamics of conformational changes of
model hydrophobic polymers in water. The goal was to understand the role
of hydrophobic interactions for the collapse transition. Hydrophobic interactions are important for biological self-assembly in solution, including protein
folding and aggregation, micelle and membrane formation, and biomolecular
recognition [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Both the physical mechanism of hydration and its
temperature dependence are governed by the lengthscale (e.g., curvature) of
the solute-water “interface” and the interactions of the solute with water [6, 7].
Using extensive molecular dynamics simulations of hydrophobic polymers in
water, we explored the effect of lengthscale of the hydrophobic surface and its
attractions with water on folding thermodynamics and water structure. Based
on information from the simulations, we developed a theoretical approach for
predicting the effects of polymer-water attractions on collapse thermodynamics.
The second research problem in my thesis focused on understanding,
predicting, and tuning the dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids. This project
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was motivated by the lack of a general framework to account for the effect of
strongly inhomogeneous static structuring on the transport properties of dense
fluids [9]. Static properties of many simple and complex inhomogeneous fluids can be predicted using classical density functional theory (DFT), integral
equation theories, and/or self-consistent mean-field theories [10]. Unfortunately, theories of comparable accuracy for dynamic properties of inhomogeneous fluids are still lacking. As a result, the development of new qualitative or
semi-quantitative heuristics that relate static structure and thermodynamics
of inhomogeneous fluids to the corresponding transport coefficients would be
of considerable practical use. Here, we investigated such static-dynamic correlations for the hard-sphere (HS) fluid in a variety of confining environments.
We also presented two specific examples of using static-dynamics correlations
to systematically tune the interactions and dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids.
The results from this latter work might ultimately be used in the engineering
of micro- and nano-fluidic systems, membrane separation, and pharmaceutical
applications [11, 12].
In the following, we introduce the specific questions we investigated.
We also provide an outline for each chapter in the thesis.
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1.1

Thermodynamics of conformational changes
in hydrophobic polymers

Hydrophobic interactions are one of the major contributors to biological selfassembly in solution, including protein folding and aggregation, micelle and
membrane formation, and biomolecular recognition [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Recent
work in this area has focused on the lengthscale dependencies of hydrophobic
hydration and interactions [7, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The main results from these and
other related studies highlight the different physical mechanisms of solvation of
small and large hydrophobic solutes in water (entropy vs. enthalpy dominated
hydration; wetting vs. dewetting of the solute surface by the solvent) [17, 18,
19, 20, 21].
Biological self-assembly processes often are accompanied by a change
in lengthscale, i.e. the curvature of the solvent-exposed hydrophobic interface. For example, micelle formation involves association of several surfactant
molecules to form a cluster; protein folding proceeds by the collapse of an extended chain of solvent-exposed monomers to a compact low-curvature native
configuration [6]. One simple model for the role of hydrophobic interactions in
these types of processes is the association of small apolar solutes into a large
aggregate [22, 23]. The thermodynamics of this model can be quantified by the
n-particle potential of mean force (PMF) [24, 25, 26, 27]. For n > 3, however,
the dimensionality of the system makes calculations of n-particle PMFs computationally prohibitive. Thus, there is a need for alternative model systems
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for studying assembly driven by hydrophobic interactions.
Our work on studying hydrophobic association in the context of protein
folding was motivated by a previous study by ten Wolde and Chandler [28].
Using a coarse-grained water model, they showed that a sufficiently large hydrophobic polymer readily collapses in water and forms a hydrophobic core,
similar to a native protein. They also observed significant changes in the
hydration shell water structure as the polymer collapsed from extended to
compact configurations, and showed that these changes have consequences for
polymer collapse dynamics.
We anticipate that this polymer configuration dependence of water
structure might also play an important role in collapse thermodynamics. This
prompted us to do extensive molecular dynamics simulations to address the
dependence of folding of hydrophobic polymers on size/shape of the polymer
and its attractive interactions with water. The simulations in this study were
done using an explicit water model, which allowed us to investigate the effect
of temperature on collapse thermodynamics. Using these simulations, we calculated the potential of mean force for polymer collapse along the radius of
gyration reaction coordinate. We also determined relevant structural characteristics of the system, such as solvent accessible surface area of the polymer,
average water density, and water density fluctuations in the vicinity of the
polymer-water interface. These characteristics are important for determining
the physical mechanism of the polymer collapse process and for developing
predictive models for similar biological self-assembly processes. The findings
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of this study are reported in Chapter 2 and 3.
Specifically, in Chapter 2 we show that hydrophobic polymers display parabolic, protein-like, temperature-dependent free energy of unfolding.
Folded states of small attractive polymers are marginally stable at 300 K,
and can be unfolded by heating or cooling. Increasing the lengthscale or decreasing the polymer-water attractions stabilizes folded states significantly,
the former dominated by the hydration contribution. That hydration contribution can be described by the surface tension model, ∆G = γ(T )∆A,
where the surface tension, γ, is lengthscale dependent and decreases monotonically with temperature. The resulting variation of the hydration entropy
with polymer lengthscale is consistent with theoretical predictions of Huang
and Chandler [29] that explain the blurring of entropy convergence observed
in protein folding thermodynamics. Analysis of water structure shows that
the polymer-water hydrophobic interface is soft and weakly dewetted, and is
characterized by enhanced interfacial density fluctuations. Formation of this
interface, which induces polymer folding, is strongly opposed by enthalpy and
favored by entropy, similar to the vapor-liquid interface.
In Chapter 3 we explore the prospects of a perturbation approach for
predicting how weak attractive interactions affect collapse thermodynamics
of hydrophobic polymers in water. Specifically, we show that the hydration
structure is sensitive to the strength of the van der Waals attractions, but that
the hydration contribution to the potential of mean force for collapse is not.
We also discuss how perturbation theory ideas developed for spherical apolar
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solutes need to be modified in order to account for the effect of attractions on
the conformational equilibria of polymers.

1.2

Engineering and predicting the dynamics
of inhomogeneous fluids

Confining a fluid to length scales on the order of a few particle diameters
changes both its static and dynamic properties. An important change in fluid
structure is the inhomogeneous distribution of density due to the interactions
between the fluid particles and the boundaries. For simple confined fluids, the
density profile and thermodynamics can be quantitatively predicted using classical DFT. However, implications of confinement for dynamics remain challenging to forecast for even the most basic models. Thus, understanding the
link between statics and dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids might ultimately
provide the ability to intelligently tune static properties, such as the density
profile, to obtain desired changes in dynamic properties, such as self-diffusivity
and viscosity. This ability to indirectly control the dynamical properties of inhomogeneous fluids might be used to great effect in several physical, biological,
and chemical processes, e.g. micro- and nano-fluidic systems, transport of particles through membranes or zeolites, drug-delivery, rheological properties of
nanocomposites, etc.
In this study, we have used a hard-sphere (HS) fluid as our basic model
system. The rationale for studying a HS fluid is that this model system cap-
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tures the entropic packing effects which dominate the static and dynamic behavior of many simple and complex fluids. We have used Rosenfeld’s classical
DFT [30] and transition matrix Monte Carlo simulations [31] to obtain the
static properties of the fluid, such as the density profile and the entropy. To
obtain the dynamic properties of the fluid we have used molecular dynamic
simulations. Three main questions we are concerned with in this thesis are: (i)
What static measures correlate best with the dynamics? (ii) Can one quantitatively, or semi-quantitatively, predict self-diffusivity of confined fluids on
the basis of knowledge of how confinement affects the relevant static quantity
of the system? (iii) How do various static measures connect to the density
profiles and can these static measures be tuned to modify the transport coefficients in a controlled and predictable way? In the following, we elaborate on
each of these three questions.

1.2.1

Predicting self-diffusivity of confined fluids

Recent simulation data covering hundreds of state points for various confined
HS, Lennard-Jones, and square well model fluids point to the existence of a
robust, isothermal correlation between the self-diffusion coefficient D and the
excess entropy per particle sex — a relationship that is approximately independent of the degree of confinement for a wide range of equilibrium conditions [3, 32, 33, 34, 35]. The practical implication is that the mathematical
form of the correlation for a given fluid (obtained from bulk fluid simulations)
can be used together with knowledge of the excess entropy of the confined
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system (computed, e.g., via DFT) to make a heuristic estimate for how confinement will modify the self diffusivity.
One of the goals of this work was to inquire if excess entropy is unique
in this regard or are there other static measures which accurately forecast the
implications of confinement for the dynamics of dense fluids? For example,
does the mobility of inhomogeneous HS fluids also increase with the average
amount of space available for particle motion? We investigate this question
for both the single-component hard-sphere fluid and for hard-sphere mixtures.
Specifically, we use molecular simulations and classical DFT to study these
systems at approximately 103 equilibrium state points. We examine three
different confining geometries (slit pore, square channel, and cylindrical pore)
and the effects of particle packing fraction and particle-boundary interactions.
Although average density fails to predict some key qualitative trends for the
self diffusivity of confined fluids, we provide strong empirical evidence that
both excess entropy and a new generalized measure of available volume for
inhomogeneous fluids correlates excellently with self-diffusivity across a wide
parameter space in these systems, approximately independently of the degree
of confinement. An important consequence, which we demonstrate here, is
that density functional theory predictions of this static property can be used
together with knowledge of bulk fluid behavior to semi-quantitatively estimate
the self diffusion coefficient of confined fluids under equilibrium conditions.
Altogether, this study represents, to our knowledge, the most comprehensive
exploration of the relationships between self-diffusivity and static properties
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in these basic inhomogeneous systems to date. We report the findings from
this study in Chapter 4.

1.2.2

Engineering transport properties of a tracer particle in a fluid

Diffusion of a tracer particle in a bulk or confined fluid is a basic process present
in many chemical and biological systems. The rate at which it occurs, characterized, e.g., by the corresponding long-time diffusion coefficient, often has
practical implications for technologies pertaining to micro- and nano-fluidic devices, drug delivery, catalysis, material synthesis, and separations [36, 11, 12].
In this thesis, we present results that shed light on a fundamental, yet potentially technologically relevant, aspect of single-particle dynamics: whether the
tracer diffusivity of a particle in a fluid can be modified, in a systematic way,
by either tuning its interactions with confining walls or with other particles in
the system.
For colloids or nanoparticles suspended in solvent, this is a particularly
interesting issue to address because it is often possible to modify the range,
strength, and sign of the effective interactions by varying solvent quality (e.g.,
by changing composition of a third component such as a surfactant or salt), by
introducing a depleting agent (e.g., a nonadsorbing polymer), by chemically
attaching or physically adsorbing molecules onto the particles/walls, or by
tuning of electric or magnetic interactions via an external field [37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44]
9

Here, we have explored the abovementioned possibility of “designing”
interactions to tune static and dynamic properties of fluids for two systems:
(i) a hard-sphere colloidal fluid confined between smooth planar walls with
fluid-wall interactions and (ii) an infinitely dilute tracer particle in a hardsphere colloidal fluid. These two can be seen as the simplest model systems
for some of the technological applications mentioned above. The basic principle used here is that there is a one-to-one mapping between the tunable
fluid-wall(tracer) interactions and fluid density profile for fixed fluid conditions (chemical potential, pore-width, temperature) [45]. Density functional
theory provides a link between density profiles and static properties of the
fluid. This connection between fluid-wall(tracer) interactions and fluid static
properties can be used to manipulate the former to obtain desired changes in
the latter. And, since there is evidence for a correlation between static and
dynamic properties of several fluids, the hope is to control the dynamic properties by tuning fluid-wall(tracer) interactions. We report the findings of this
study in Chapters 5 and 6.
In Chapter 5 we explore via simulations, for a given pore-width and
average fluid density, how the details of the density profile impact relaxation
processes. To do this in a systematic way, we choose three target density
profiles- (i) the baseline density profile obtained for a HS-like fluid confined
between smooth HS-like walls, (ii and iii) density profiles which are more
and less layered than those in (i), respectively. We show that, surprisingly,
interactions that eliminate particle layering significantly reduce confined fluid
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mobility, whereas those that enhance layering can have the opposite effect.
We observe that by changing the details of density profiles through tuning
particle-wall interactions, the relaxation processes of the fluid could be varied
by an order of magnitude. Excess entropy helps to understand and predict
these trends.
In Chapter 6 we first present a variational technique used to obtain
density profiles and tracer-fluid interactions which lead to higher values of two
excess entropy related quantities for an infinitely dilute tracer. Next, we show
the link between HS tracer diffusivity and the two quantities for several tracer
sizes and fluid densities. We then present results that demonstrate enhancement of tracer diffusivity obtained by adding “ideal” soft-repulsive interactions
to the tracer-fluid potential. One striking finding was that a 2-3 times increase
in tracer diffusivity can be obtained by adding repulsive interactions, i.e. increasing the effective size of the particle. We finally show that these “ideal”
interactions can be mapped onto certain effective interactions corresponding
to complex fluid systems, such as polymer coated particles or charged colloidal
particles in a salt solution.
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Chapter 2
Effects of lengthscales and attractions
on the collapse of hydrophobic
polymers in water
2.1

Introduction

Hydrophobic interactions are one of the major contributors to biological selfassembly in solution, including protein folding and aggregation, micelle and
membrane formation, and biomolecular recognition [20, 46, 47, 48, 49]. Recent
work in this area has focused on the lengthscale dependencies of hydrophobic
hydration and interactions [17, 20, 29, 50, 51]. In particular, a recent theory
by Lum, Chandler, and Weeks (LCW) [17] highlighted the different physical
mechanisms of solvation of small and large hydrophobic solutes in water. Small
solutes are accomodated in water through molecular-scale density fluctuations
[18, 19], whereas solvation of larger solutes requires formation of an interface
similar to that between a liquid and a vapor [17, 20, 21]. This change in physics
is also reflected in thermodynamic (entropy vs enthalpy dominated hydration)
[51] and structural (wetting vs dewetting of the solute surface) [20, 21, 52] as12

pects of hydration. Similarly, interactions between larger hydrophobic solutes
in water [53, 54, 55, 56, 57] are characteristically distinct from those between
their molecular counterp1arts [58, 59].
The differences between the hydration and interactions of small and
large solutes characterize many-body effects in hydrophobic phenomena. Effects of similar origin are also at work in association of small hydrophobic
solutes into a larger aggregate [22, 23], and are quantified by the n-particle
potential of mean force (PMF) [24, 25, 26, 27]. For n > 3 however, the dimensionality of the system makes calculations of n-particle PMFs computationally
prohibitive.
To this end, ten Wolde and Chandler [60] performed studies of a hydrophobic polymer in water, a many-body model system of potential relevance
to protein folding. Their calculations, using a coarse-grained model of water,
showed that a sufficiently long hydrophobic polymer readily collapses in water
driven by a significant free energy difference (∼30kB T for their model polymer). Their simulations also predicted that the essentially wet extended states
of the polymer go through dewetted transition states at a smaller radius of
gyration before collapsing into an ensemble of compact globular states. Although molecular simulation studies of conformational equilibria of solvophobic oligomers in explicit water and in other solvents have been performed in the
past [61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66], a systematic study of how attractive interactions
and lengthscales affect the thermodynamics of collapse or folding-unfolding
transitions has not been reported.
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Motivated by the work of ten Wolde and Chandler [60], here we present
results from extensive molecular dynamics simulations that address the dependence of folding of hydrophobic polymers in water on lengthscales and
attractive interactions. We show that compact folded states of smaller polymers with attractive polymer-water interactions are only marginally stable and
display thermodynamic characteristics of both warm and cold denaturation.
Increasing the polymer lengthscale makes the hydration contribution to folding more favorable, and stabilizes folded states. Reducing the polymer-water
attractions also stabilizes folded states. We explore the suitability of area and
volume based models to describe the hydration contribution to folding. Entropy obtained from temperature dependence of the hydration contribution to
folding varies with the polymer lengthscale, explaining the origin of blurring
of the ‘entropy convergence’ in protein folding using arguments proposed by
Huang and Chandler [29]. Structural signatures, such as water density and its
fluctuations in the vicinity of the polymer, indicate that the polymer-water hydrophobic interface is soft and weakly dewetted and allows enhanced density
fluctuations, collectively inducing a collapse into compact folded conformations.
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2.2
2.2.1

METHODS
Intra polymer interactions

The intra polymer potentials for bond lengths in C25 and CG25 polymers
and bond angles in C25 polymers were harmonic in nature with following
parameters: For m − m bond length in C25 polymers, Vb = 0.5kb(r − r0 )2 ,
where kb = 334720.0 kJ/mol/nm2 and r0 = 0.153 nm, and for m − m − m
bond angle, Vθ = 0.5kθ (θ − θ0 )2 , where kθ = 462.0 kJ/mol/deg2 and θ0 =
111.0 deg. Similarly, for M − M bond length in CG25 polymers, we used kb
= 60702.0 kJ/mol/nm2 and r0 = 0.25.

2.2.2

Free energy calculations

We used the umbrella sampling technique [67] to characterize the conformational free energy of hydrophobic polymers in water as a function of polymer
radius of gyration, Rg . A harmonic potential, 21 ku (Rg − Rg0 )2 , was applied
to efficiently sample polymer conformations in a window near Rg0 . For C25
polymers, we used 13 equally spaced windows spanning a range of Rg between
the most compact (∼ 0.37 nm) and the most extended (∼ 0.92 nm) states,
whereas for CG25 polymers, we used 20 equally spaced windows with Rg ranging from ∼ 0.45 nm to ∼ 1.50 nm. Simulations of C25 polymers included 1700
water molecules (SPC/E model [68]). For CG25 polymers, depending on Rg0
value, the number of water molecules ranged from 4000-12000. Additional simulations in which 12000 water molecules were used uniformly in all windows
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confirmed that the results presented here are insensitive to system size.
The values of ku ranged between 4000 and 12000 kJ/mol/nm2 , based on
the local gradient of the free energy, dW (Rg )/dRg , estimated from preliminary
simulations. Data from simulation trajectories – 26 ns for the C25 polymer and
40 ns for the CG25 polymer (2 ns/window) – were combined using the WHAM
formalism [69, 70, 71] to generate a potential of mean force profile along the Rg
coordinate for each polymer. Similar calculations were performed in vacuum
to obtain the PMF in the absence of solvent.

2.2.3

Simulation Details

MD simulations were performed using GROMACS [72, 73], with suitable modifications to implement umbrella sampling as well as the WCA interaction
scheme. Periodic boundary conditions were applied and the particle mesh
Ewald method [74] was used to calculate the electrostatic interactions with a
grid spacing of 0.1 nm. NPT simulations were performed at 1 atm and 300 K
maintained using Berendsen algorithm [75]. The SETTLE algorithm [76] was
used to constrain OH and HH distances in water with a geometric tolerance
of 0.0001 Å. Simulations were also carried out over a range of temperatures
to calculate temperature dependence of the free energy of folding along the
saturation curve of water [77].
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2.3

Results and Discussion

To observe collapse transitions potentially important to understanding protein
folding thermodynamics, the model polymer needs to be sufficiently long, such
that it can adopt compact globular as well as extended states. Preliminary
studies indicate that 6-, 8-, or 12-mer chains are too short to form compact
states. In contrast, somewhat longer, 25-mer hydrophobic oligomers, can fold
into tightly wound helical states. We therefore focus on the collapse transitions
of such 25-mer hydrophobic chains in water.
To study the lengthscale dependence, we studied two versions of the
25-mer, a smaller lengthscale polymer (denoted C25) comprising methanesized monomers (m) (with σmm =0.373 nm and m − m bond length of 0.153
nm, and m − m − m bond angle of 111.0 deg), and a larger lengthscale polymer (denoted CG25) comprising larger (ethane-sized) monomers (M) (with
σM M =0.44 nm, and M − M bond length of 0.25 nm). The M − M − M bond
angle potential was not employed in simulations of the larger lengthscale CG25
polymer, and dihedral potentials were not employed for either polymers. We
note that we are not interested in detailed studies of specific alkanes in water,
but in conformational transitions of flexible hydrophobic chains driven by hydrophobic interactions, and their dependence on lengthscales, attractions, and
temperature. The inclusion of additional intrapolymer interactions (e.g., a
dihedral potential) changes the conformational preferences but will not affect
the qualitative hydration contributions or their temperature dependence that
are of primary interest here. Further, the larger lengthscale polymer, CG25,
17

can be thought of approximately as a coarse-grained equivalent of a 50-mer
of methane-sized monomers. The M − M − M angle potential was therefore
turned off to capture the higher conformational flexibility of that polymer.
To quantify effects of polymer-water interactions on collapse transitions,
we employed three different interactions for C25 and CG25 polymers: (i) Full
LJ, where monomers interact with other nonbonded monomers and water via
√
Lennard Jones (LJ) interactions [σmw = (σmm + σww )/2 and ǫmw = ǫmm ǫww ].
We used ǫmm = 0.5856 kJ/mol and ǫM M =0.85 kJ/mol, respectively. The
strength of attractions employed here is similar to that of typical alkane-water
attractive interactions [78]. (ii) Half LJ, where monomer-monomer ǫmm was
reduced to half its value in (i), and monomer-water ǫmw correspondingly by a
√
factor of 2, and, (iii) WCA, where Weeks-Chandler-Andersen [79] repulsive
potential was used to describe monomer-monomer and monomer-water interactions. We denote the full LJ and WCA versions of the two polymers by
C25-LJ, C25-WCA, CG25-LJ, and CG25-WCA, respectively.
Figure 2.1 shows the potential of mean force (PMF), W (Rg ), for conformational sampling of polymers along the radius of gyration reaction coordinate
obtained from umbrella sampling simulations. Several interesting features are
apparent. For the C25-WCA polymer, tightly wound helical configurations
(with Rg ∼ 0.42nm) are stabilized by ∼20 kJ/mol relative to extended configurations in the unfolded basin. Although the PMF decreases monotonically
as the polymer folds, the slope is not uniform – PMF is relatively flat beyond
Rg of 0.65 nm and rapidly decreases below that value.
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For the CG25-WCA polymer comprising larger monomer units, the
driving force for folding is significantly higher. The folded states are stabilized by almost 100 kJ/mol relative to extended states. Indeed, in absence of
the umbrella potential, the extended states of this polymer collapse rapidly
into compact states over a timescale of ∼100 ps. Once folded, no significant
partial or complete unfolding events are observed indicating the strength of
hydrophobic driving force for the polymer of this size.
To what extent do attractive interactions change the folding-unfolding
of hydrophobic polymers in water? Fig. 2.1 also shows PMF profiles for C25LJ and CG25-LJ polymers interacting with full LJ potential having magnitude
similar to typical alkane-water attractions. Here, the attractive interactions
directly affect two opposing enthalpic terms – the monomer-monomer attractions favor folding of the polymer into compact states in absence of other effects
(Fig. 2.2c), whereas monomer-water attractions favor unfolding (Fig. 2.2b) to
increase the favorable energetic interactions with water.
For the smaller, C25-LJ polymer, balance of these interactions leads to
two distinct minima corresponding to folded and unfolded ensembles separated
by a barrier. Overall, the polymer-water attractive interactions dominate over
other contributions, leading to a slight stabilization of the unfolded states
compared to the folded ones. In contrast, for the larger CG25-LJ polymer,
despite the significant polymer-water attraction contribution favoring the unfolded states (Fig. 2.2b), the qualitative nature of the PMF is similar to that of
CG25-WCA polymer – folded states are favored significantly over the unfolded
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Figure 2.1: lengthscale- and attraction-dependent hydrophobic collapse.
Shown is the PMF, W (Rg ), at 298 K, for the smaller C25 and larger CG25
polymers interacting with water via attractive (LJ) and repulsive (WCA) interactions. Conformations with Rg < Rgcut are defined as compact states:
Rgcut = 0.6 nm for C25, and 0.73 nm for CG25 polymers, respectively, as
shown by arrows. PMF for C25 and CG25 polymers are zeroed at Rg values
of 0.83 nm and 1.4 nm, respectively. To make the comparison clear, the horizontal axis is Rg − Rgmin ; with Rgmin = 0.385 nm for C25 and =0.474 nm for
CG25 polymers, respectively.
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states.
The total PMF, W (Rg ), governs the overall conformational behavior of
polymers in water, and can be separated into three contributions [80]:

W (Rg ) = Wvac (Rg ) + hUP W (Rg )i + Whyd (Rg ),

(2.1)

where Wvac is the PMF profile in vacuum, hUP W i is the ensemble averaged
polymer-water interaction energy (for given Rg ), and we define Whyd as the
hydration contribution. We note that [W (Rg ) − Wvac (Rg )] is traditionally
referred to as the ‘solvent contribution’. However, its separation in Eq. 2.1
into hUP W (Rg )i and Whyd (Rg ) is similar to that used in perturbation theory
approaches applied previously to solvation phenomena [18, 1]. The rationale
for writing Eq. 2.1 is that each individual term may be separately predicted
using theoretical arguments or simplified models [80], as we illustrate below
for the Whyd (Rg ) term. For nonpolar solutes in water, the solute-water attractive energy is generally smaller in magnitude than the hydration contribution,
whereas for polar or ionic solutes, it will dominate the solvation free energy.
In either case, a similar separation may provide a useful predictive framework.
Fig. 2.2 shows Whyd (Rg ), hUP W (Rg )i, and Wvac (Rg ) contributions to
W (Rg ) for LJ and WCA versions of the C25 and CG25 polymers. For both
the polymers, the hydration contribution is large, approximately 40 kJ/mol
and 140 kJ/mol, respectively, and monotonically favors folding of polymers
into compact states. Despite the significant attractive interactions for LJ polymers, Whyd makes the dominating contribution to the overall PMF. More im21

Figure 2.2: The hydration and other contributions to PMF for polymer folding
at 298 K. (a) Whyd (Rg ) contribution for C25 and CG25 polymers interacting
via full LJ (filled circles), half LJ (inverted triangles), and repulsive WCA
(open circles) interactions. Panel (b) shows the polymer-water attractive contribution, hUpw (Rg )i. Lines are guide to the eye. Panel (c) shows the intra
polymer Wvac (Rg ) contribution for LJ and WCA versions of C25 and CG25
polymers.
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portantly, the Whyd (Rg ) contribution appears to be similar for all C25 or CG25
polymers (full LJ, half LJ, or WCA), relatively insensitive to the strength of
attraction. This supports the separation of the PMF in Eq. 2.1, and indicates
that the Whyd term captures the essential physics of hydrophobic hydration
that may be described either using cavity formation (for small lengthscales)
or interface formation process (for larger lengthscales).
Once the overall W (Rg ) profile is available from simulations, the total
free energy of unfolding a polymer in water, ∆Gu , can be obtained by integration of that PMF [81]. Fig. 2.3 shows the temperature dependence of
∆Gu , calculated in this manner. Effects of both lengthscale and attractive
interactions on the free energy of unfolding are apparent. For the smaller and
attractive C25-LJ polymer, the ∆Gu profile is parabolic with compact states
being only marginally stable (by ∼1 kJ/mol) for 350 < T < 450 K. Thus,
this polymer shows signatures of both warm and cold denaturation processes.
Increasing the lengthscale increases the hydrophobic driving force for collapse.
Indeed, folded states of CG25-LJ polymer are stabilized by over 10 kJ/mol at
the temperature of maximum stability. Reducing the polymer-water attractions or removing them completely also increases the driving force for folding.
For example, at 300 K, the ∆Gu values for C25-WCA and CG25-WCA polymers are about 10 and 30 kJ/mol, respectively.
The hydration contribution, ∆Ghyd
u , to the total free energy of unfolding
estimated using Whyd (Rg ) is shown in Fig. 2.4a. Several features of these curves
are noteworthy. The ∆Ghyd
is positive at all temperatures, is larger in magu
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nitude for the CG25 polymers, and decreases monotonically with increasing
temperature for all polymers. Because the polymer-water attractions are not
included in this term, the ∆Ghyd
u (T ) profile is similar and favors folding of both
WCA and LJ polymers. Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 together show that for the purely
repulsive WCA polymers, ∆Ghyd
determines the temperature dependence of
u
the overall ∆Gu , whereas for the attractive LJ versions of the polymer, the
additional polymer-water energy contribution (which favors unfolding) makes
the ∆Gu (T ) profile parabolic.
The hydration contribution quantifies the difference in hydration free
hyd
hyd
energy of folded and unfolded state ensembles, ∆Ghyd
u (T ) = Gu (T )−Gf (T ).

Thus, to predict ∆Ghyd
u (T ), we can (I) explore the applicability of simpler
models that predict free energies of hydration of representative folded and unfolded states using lengthscale-dependent physics of hydration; or (II) attempt
to model the entire conformation-dependent potential of mean force Whyd (Rg ),
by appropriate integration. Below we explore path (I) first.
and obtain ∆Ghyd
u
The folded globular states of C25 and CG25 have equivalent radius
[(3V /4π)1/3 or (A/4π)1/2 ] of approximately 0.65 and 0.95 nm, respectively;
where V is the solvent-excluded volume (SEV), and A is the solvent-accessible
surface area (SASA) of the polymer. These radii values are in the ‘crossover’
region [51, 20], and we expect the hydration free energy of the folded state to
be adequately described by the surface tension model, Ghyd
= γA [80]. In conf
trast, the lengthscale of unfolded polymers is more difficult to quantify. If we
assume the relevant lengthscale to be small, equal to that of a monomer, then
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Figure 2.3:
Free energy of polymer unfolding.
The free energy
∆Gu obtained by integrating the W (Rg ) curve as exp(−∆Gu /kB T ) =
R Rcut
R Rmax
g
g
exp(−W
(R
)/k
T
)dR
/
exp(−W (Rg )/kB T )dRg is shown by cirg
B
g
Rcut
Rmin
g
g
cles. The curves are obtained by fitting the data to form ∆Gu (T ) =
∆Hu (Tref ) − T ∆Su (Tref ) + ∆Cp−u [(T − Tref ) − T ln(T /Tref )] shown by solid
lines, where Tref = 298 K was used.
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the free energy of hydration of unfolded polymers will be roughly proportional
to the solvent excluded volume [20, 29], approximated as n × Ghyd
mon (T ) (where
n is the number of monomers, and the subscript mon indicates the value for a
monomer), or more quantitatively as, V × c(T ), where the volume coefficient
hyd
c(T ) = Ghyd
mon /Vmon (or alternatively, = ∂Gmon /∂Vmon ).

Fig. 2.4b shows the hydration contribution to the free energy of unfolding predicted using the ‘area-volume’ model, ∆Ghyd
u (T ) = V × c(T ) − γ(T )A.
We obtained V and A values using the molecular surface package of Connolly [82]. Values of c(T ) (∼150-170 kJ/mol/nm3 ) obtained independently
from test particle insertions of C25 and CG25 monomers into pure water systems, are in excellent agreement with that used by ten Wolde recently [80].
The surface tension, γ(T ), for folded states can be approximated by that of
an equivalent sphere. These data are difficult to obtain by test particle insertions [51], but can be estimated using the data in Fig. 2 in Huang and
Chandler [29] (as ∆µ/A), or by using Tolman corrected macroscopic surface tension, γ(T ) = γ∞ (T )(1 − 2δ(T )/R) (where the Tolman length, δ(T )
is taken from [83], and γ∞ (T ) is the surface tension of water [84]), or by using
γ(T ) = [∂Whyd /∂A]T . Fig. 2.4b shows the prediction using the area-volume
model, where γ(T ) = [∂Whyd /∂A]T was used. The prediction not only differs
numerically from simulation values of ∆Ghyd
u , but shows opposite temperature dependence. We find that the other two methods of estimating γ(T ) give
similar results.
Why does the physically motivated area-volume model not provide a
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Figure 2.4: Hydration contribution to the free energy and entropy of polymer
unfolding. (a) ∆Ghyd
u (T ) estimated from simulations (symbols) by subtracting
appropriately integrated polymer-water and intrapolymer energy and entropy
contributions: LJ polymers (filled circles), WCA polymers (open circles), with
red and blue indicating C25 and CG25 polymers. Intrapolymer contributions
were obtained from vacuum runs of the polymers at the same temperature.
Lines in panel (a) are predictions of the area model, ∆Ghyd
= γ(T )∆Au ,
u
2
where ∆Au for C25 and CG25 are 0.73 and 1.66 nm , respectively, obtained
by taking differences of ensemble average area of folded and unfolded states,
and γ(T ) = [∂Whyd /∂A]T . (b) Comparison of ∆Ghyd
predicted using the
u
area-volume model (lines) for C25 and CG25 models with simulation data
(symbols). Panels (c) and (d) show the relative conformational hydration free
energy, ∆Whyd , plotted as Whyd (Rg ) − Whyd (Rgcut ), as a function of solvent
excluded volume (SEV) and SASA, respectively. SEV and SASA are plotted
relative to their average values for Rgcut conformers, indicated by ∆V and ∆A.
Dashed lines in panels (c) and (d) with respective slopes c(298 K) and γ(298
K) (values indicated) bracket the observed behavior for different lengthscales.
Panel (e) shows the hydration contribution to entropy of unfolding. Entropy of
hydration for WCA-methane obtained using test particle insertion calculations
[1] is also shown.
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good description of ∆Ghyd
obtained from simulations? This model attempts
u
to predict the temperature-dependent excess chemical potentials of hydration
(or the vacuum-to-water transfer free energies) of folded and unfolded states
independently – a truly challenging task. We note that only the difference
∆Ghyd
u (T ), and not these independent values are currently available from simulations. Therefore, we can only make qualitative arguments here regarding
the applicability of the area-volume model to the present systems. For example, the unfolded states of hydrophobic polymers comprise monomers joined
together by covalent bonds, as distinct from fully separated and well dispersed
monomers in solution. Also, there is conformational diversity in the unfolded
states that includes fully as well as partially extended conformations with different local curvatures. A single small monomer-like lengthscale therefore does
not appear to describe the hydration free energy of unfolded states, and especially, its temperature dependence. In contrast, many other processes do
involve assembly of small lengthscale moieties into a larger lengthscale aggregate (e.g., in micelle formation [85]) where the area-volume model may provide
a good description of hydrophobic contributions to the thermodynamics of assembly.
We also explored the suitability of alternate models (i) ∆Ghyd
u (T ) =
c(T )∆Vu and (ii) ∆Ghyd
u (T ) = γ(T )∆Au , where ∆Vu and ∆Au are the volume and areas of unfolding, respectively, determined from our simulations.
Here, volume or area-based description alone is assumed to apply to both
folded and unfolded state ensembles. We find that the volume-based calcula-
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tion [model (i)] that uses c(T ) obtained from thermodynamics of small solute
transfer significantly underpredicts the ∆Ghyd
at room temperature, as well
u
as its temperature dependence (not shown). In contrast, the area-based description [model (ii)] provides a quantitative prediction of ∆Ghyd
u (T ) as shown
in Fig. 2.4a. γ(T ) constitutes a critical input to this model, and was obtained
using γ(T ) = [∂Whyd /∂A]T for both polymers, The numerical value of γ is
larger for CG25 polymer compared to that for the smaller lengthscale C25
polymer. Temperature dependence, γ(T ), for both polymers is qualitatively
similar to that of vapor liquid interfacial tension measured in experiments or
in simulations of the SPC/E water [84].
In contrast to the area-volume model, the models (i) or (ii) used above
based on volume or area alone do not attempt to predict the excess chemical
potentials of folded or unfolded states independently, but implicitly assume
that the PMF Whyd varies linearly with volume or area over the entire Rg
range. How good is the assumption of linearity? Figs. 2.4c and d show Whyd
plotted as a function of V and A, respectively. All values are referenced
to their respective values at Rgcut . For the CG25-WCA polymer, variation
of Whyd is not linear but roughly sigmoidal with respect to V . The slope,
c = ∂Whyd /∂V is more than twice that of cmon obtained from small solute
studies (∼ 171 kJ/mol/nm3 ) and approaches cmon only at the ends. For the
CG25-LJ polymer, the behavior is similar, if somewhat less non-linear. As the
effective lengthscale of the polymer is reduced, the slope decreases, and for
C25-LJ polymer approaches the cmon (298K) value. Inspection of these curves
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over a range of temperatures shows a similar behavior. For C25 polymers,
even though Whyd is approximately linear with V at all temperatures, the
slope c(T ) is different from cmon (T ), explaining the failure of volume-based
∆Ghyd
u (T ) = cmon (T )∆Vu model (i) above.
Fig. 2.4d shows that Whyd varies roughly linearly with area. The slope,
γ = ∂Whyd /∂A, is higher for CG25 polymers and decreases (from 50 dynes/cm
to 25 dynes/cm) as the effective lengthscale is reduced from CG25-WCA to
CG25-LJ to C25-WCA to C25-LJ. The temperature dependence of γ for C25
and CG25 polymers is apparent from Fig. 2.4a (as ∆Au values are constant).
γ decreases monotonically over the temperature range of interest qualitatively
similar to the vapor-liquid surface tension of water. In absence of detailed
simulation data, how one may predict a priori the exact numerical value of
γ(T ) for a polymer of a given lengthscale is not entirely clear. Prediction
using the Tolman equation (typically used for spherical solutes) provides a
qualitatively correct picture, but is not quantitative (not shown). Application
of LCW theory [17, 60] to explore lengthscale and temperature dependence of
γ for non-spherical solutes may be one computationally efficient alternative.
Nevertheless, the approximate linearity with area and the corresponding tem= γ(T )∆Au
perature dependence of the slope explains the sucess of ∆Ghyd
u
model.
The free energies ∆Gu (T ) and ∆Ghyd
u (T ) obtained here for hydrophobic
polymers have important connections with the thermodynamics of protein
folding. The ∆Ghyd
u (T ) is positive, favors folding, and decreases in magnitude
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with increasing temperature, a trend similar to that of ∆Gu (T ) for WCA
polymers. The polymer-water attractions in contrast favor unfolding, and
more so at lower temperatures. Inclusion of attractions therefore reduces the
stability of folded states and makes the ∆Gu (T ) curve roughly parabolic in T,
similar to that for proteins. To summarize, increasing the lengthscale increases
the magnitude of ∆Gu (T ) and decreases the temperature, T ∗ of maximum
∆Gu , whereas addition of attractive interactions has the opposite effect.
These observations have two important consequences. First, the increased stability of folded polymers with reduction of polymer-water attractive interactions as well as the shift of T ∗ to lower values with increasing
lengthscale will make it difficult to observe cold denaturation over temperature
range accessible to experiments, without assistance from other denaturing influences [86, 87]. Second, because the magnitude and temperature dependence
of ∆Ghyd
(and therefore, of ∆Gu ) is sensitive to lengthscales, the correspondu
ing temperature-dependent entropy contributions will also vary with polymer
(or protein) size. Sufficient variation in protein lengthscales will lead to blurring of the “entropy convergence” observed in thermal unfolding of globular
proteins [29, 77, 88, 89, 90].
Fig. 2.4e shows that for a methane-sized solute, the hydration entropy,
∆Suhyd = −(∂∆Ghyd
u /∂T ), is large and negative at room temperature, characteristic of hydrophobic hydration at small lengthscales [91]. For C25 and CG25
polymers the ∆Suhyd is positive over the entire range of T, with its magnitude
being larger for the CG25 polymer. These observations are qualitatively con-
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sistent with predictions by Huang and Chandler [29], who argued that such
lengthscale dependence of entropy explains the blurring of the ‘entropy convergence’ observed in unfolding of globular proteins. Also, the hydration contrihyd
bution to the heat capacity of unfolding, ∆Cp−u
= T (∂∆Suhyd /∂T ), is positive,

similar to that for proteins.
Is the folding or collapse of hydrophobic polymers observed here induced
by the formation of a vapor-liquid like interface? In their study, ten Wolde
and Chandler [60] found that as a hydrophobic polymer folds to more compact
states, it goes through dry or dewetted transition states with low vicinal water
densities. In Fig. 2.5, we quantify the vicinal water density by calculating
number, Nw , of water molecules in the first hydration shell divided by the
polymer SASA. These local density values are plotted as a function of the
polymer SASA and are normalized to 1 in the extended states of polymers.
The normalization factor, equal to the vicinal density in the extended
state, is 14.1 for C25-LJ, 13.2 for C25-WCA, 13.3 for CG25-LJ, and 12.8 for
CG25-WCA polymers (all in units of molecules/nm2 ). For isolated C25 and
CG25 monomers, the local surface densities obtained from independent simulations are essentially identical for LJ and WCA versions, equal to approximately
16 and 15 molecules/nm2 , respectively. Thus, by this criterion, the extended
states of polymers themselves are already fairly dewetted compared to isolated
monomers, highlighting the differences between fully separated monomers and
unfolded states of polymers.
Folding of these polymers leads to further dewetting. The extent of
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Figure 2.5: Water density fluctuations and weak dewetting of polymers. (a)
and (b) The local water density in the vicinity of C25 and CG25 polymers,
respectively, calculated as average number of hydration waters divided by average SASA, hNw i /SASA. These values are normalized to 1 in the wet extended
states of the polymers. (c) and (d) A measure of hydration shell compressibil2
2
is the variance
/ hNw i2 SASA, where σN
ity or fluctuations obtained as σN
w
w
of water number fluctuations in the hydration shell of the polymer. A water
molecule is considered to be in the hydration shell if it is less than a certain
cut off distance (0.6 nm for C25 and 0.7 nm for CG25) from any monomer of
the polymer.
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that dewetting is rather small, ∼3 % for the C25-LJ polymer. When the
attractive interactions are removed (e.g., for the C25-WCA case), the local
density decreases, goes through a minimum (∼10% reduction) before reaching
the folded states, for which the reduction is about 6%. This depletion is
consistent with a small increase in the lengthscale upon folding of the polymer.
These effects are enhanced for the larger CG25 polymers, which show density
depletion even for attractive polymer-water interactions (Fig. 2.5b).
The fluctuations of water density in the hydration shell are also noteworthy. Figs. 2.5c and d show normalized water number density fluctuations
2
×SASA/ hNw i2 , which quantify approximately
in the first hydration shell, σN
w
2
also shows
the compressibility of the first hydration shell. (We note that σN
w

similar features). It is clear that for the small attractive C25-LJ polymer, the
hydration shell compressibility changes little as it folds. In contrast, the larger
and repulsive CG25-WCA polymer shows increased absolute fluctuations as
well as a peak in the magnitude of fluctuations as the polymer folds to compact states. Interestingly, although the nature of W (Rg ) and the dewetting is
qualitatively similar for CG25-WCA and CG25-LJ polymers, an explicit peak
in fluctuations is not observed during folding of the CG25-LJ polymer. This is
expected as the polymer-water attractions will dampen the longitudinal density fluctuations. In addition, solute-water attractions increase the crossover
lengthscale, or alternately, reduce the effective lengthscale of the solute. In
this sense, CG25-LJ lengthscale is smaller than that of CG25-WCA polymer.
Collectively, for the polymers of the nanometer lengthscale studied here,
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we find that the unfolded states are dewetted relative to separated monomers,
and the folding process is accompanied by further dewetting of the polymer
surface. More importantly, the increased density fluctuations for repulsive
polymers indicate that the polymer-water interface is soft, qualitatively similar
to water-hydrophobic liquid-liquid [92] or liquid-vapor interfaces. In addition,
the positive hydration entropy indicates that the unfavorable free energy is
dominated by the enthalpic contribution similar to that for interface formation
[20, 51], supporting the above assertion. Extension of the above results would
predict increased dewetting, higher density fluctuations, and larger driving
forces for the folding of longer polymers.

2.4

Conclusions

We have presented results from extensive molecular dynamics simulations of
folding-unfolding of hydrophobic polymers in water with focus on understanding effects of polymer lengthscale and polymer-water attractive interactions
on thermodynamic and structural aspects of polymer folding. The folding of
model polymers provides a route to characterizing the many-body hydrophobic effects in the context of realistic biological self-assembly process, such as
protein folding. We studied conformational transitions of 25-mers comprising monomers of methane-like and larger particles. To study the effects of
polymer-water attractions, we employed attractive LJ as well as purely repulsive WCA interactions between monomers and water. We found that the
smaller attractive polymer displays a parabolic protein-like unfolding free en35

ergy, ∆Gu (T ), profile as a function of temperature. The folded states of this
polymer are only marginally stable at room temperature and can be unfolded
by heating or cooling the solution. Increasing the lengthscale or reducing the
polymer-water attractions not only increases the stability of folded states, but
also shifts the temperature of maximum stability to lower values. Also, the
dependence of hydration entropy on polymer lengthscale is consistent with predictions of Huang and Chandler [29] on lengthscale dependence of hydrophobic
hydration that provide a basis for understanding of the blurring of entropy
convergence observed in protein unfolding thermodynamics.
The hydration contribution to folding of hydrophobic 25-mers studied
here is large and strongly favors compact folded states. We explored the applicability of physically motivated models based on area and/or volume descriptions of hydration of polymer conformations to predict the hydration contribuhyd
tion, ∆Ghyd
= γ(T )∆Au
u . Our analysis indicates that predictions using ∆Gu

are in excellent agreement with simulation data. The surface tension γ is larger
for CG25 polymers and decreases monotonically with temperature for all polymers. Structural details indicate that the polymer-water interface, especially
in the vicinity of the folded state ensemble, is soft, weakly dewetted, and is
is
characterized by enhanced density fluctuations. Correspondingly, ∆Ghyd
u
enthalpy-dominated consistent with interface-driven folding process.
The polymer models presented here or the ones used by ten Wolde and
Chandler, present promising model systems of potential importance in understanding the role of hydration in thermodynamics of protein folding and
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aggregation [93]. The ability to change intrapolymer and polymer-water interactions, and polymer size allows for systematic studies of the free energy landscape in the extended parameter space. Further, investigation of the foldingunfolding of these polymers over a range of solution conditions, such as high
pressures, in presence of cosolutes and solvents [64, 65], will provide important
insights into protein stability over the broader thermodynamic space.
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Chapter 3
Attractions, water structure, and
thermodynamics of hydrophobic
polymer collapse: a perturbation
model
3.1

Introduction

Hydrophobic effects play an important, if not dominant, role in a variety of
water-mediated self-assembly processes [4, 6, 7]. Theories for the thermodynamics of hydrophobic hydration typically divide it into two steps: (1) creating
a cavity with the size and shape of the solute, and (2) turning on solute-water
attractions. This perspective has been successful in part because solute-water
interactions for apolar species are typically of the weak, van der Waals (vdW)
type. Step 1, the free energy of hydration of an equivalent hard particle, represents the primary contribution, while the addition of attractive interactions
in the second step can often be treated as a perturbation [18, 94].
Recent theoretical work on hydrophobic effects has highlighted the roles
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of both solute length scale and solute-water attractions on structure and thermodynamics of hydration [95, 13, 94, 8, 96, 15, 7, 16, 2]. Small solutes are accommodated into water via molecular-scale density fluctuations [97, 18], with
the corresponding thermodynamics being entropy dominated [98, 8, 16]. Water
“wets” high-curvature apolar surfaces, and the corresponding layered hydration structure is relatively insensitive to solute-water vdW attractions[18]. In
contrast, the surface of a large “hard sphere” in water is significantly dewetted, akin to a soft liquid-vapor-like interface [99, 7], and thus its hydration
is enthalpically unfavorable. The corresponding interfacial density profile is
sensitive to solute-water attractions. Addition of relatively weak solute-water
attractions pulls the sigmoidal interface toward the solute [7, 96], while slightly
stronger attractions can even induce layered hydration structure.
For solutes that are non-spherical and can sample an ensemble of conformational states, such as hydrophobic polymers, there is a spectrum of length
scales (i.e., local curvatures) at play. In such cases, the solvation forces may
drive collapse of the polymer into globular folded states or swell the polymer
and unfold it, depending on the polymer size and the strength of polymerwater attractions [2]. Our goal here is to explore how the magnitude of weak
polymer-water attractions affects the vicinal water structure, the ensemble
averaged polymer-water energy, and the overall folding-unfolding behavior.
Similar to the hydration structure around a large solute, recent studies
suggest that hydrophobic polymer-water interfaces are soft, fluctuating, and
weakly dewetted [28, 2, 100]. Weeks, Chandler, and Andersen originally ar-
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gued that in locally low density environments such as these, repulsive (cavity)
interactions might not screen the interparticle correlations caused by attractions as effectively as they do in dense, uniform liquids [101, 102]. Indeed,
we show here that the addition of weak attractions has the effect of pulling
in the polymer-water interface toward the polymer. Subsequent increases to
the attractive strength cause the local structure, specifically the local water
density, to scale in a simple, predictable way (over the range of parameters
studied here). Interestingly, we find that the hydration or cavity contribution to the unfolding free energy, ∆Gu , (similar to step 1 above), and hence
the hydration contribution to the polymer-water interfacial surface tension, is
insensitive to these structural changes. However, because the hydration structure is sensitive to attractions, standard perturbation ideas for estimating the
polymer-water energy (step 2) need to be appropriately modified. This can be
accomplished by adopting the hydration structure of a sufficiently attractive
(i.e., wet) polymer as the reference state.

3.2

Methods

To explore the roles that size and shape of the polymer-water interface play,
we examine the behavior of two model 25-mers comprising monomers with diameter 0.373 and 0.44 nm, respectively [2]. These bead-spring polymers bury
approximately 200 and 600 Å2 of solvent-accessible surface area upon collapse,
respectively, and are hereafter referred to as C25 and CG25 polymers. Both
C25 and CG25 polymers have harmonic bond-stretching potentials, and the
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C25 polymer also has a harmonic bond-angle potential. Since the focus here is
to extend our general understanding of the many-body hydration forces that
drive conformational transitions of hydrophobic chains in water, we make our
polymers more flexible by coarse-graining and omitting some details of standard alkane models. This allows us to observe a compact globular state of hydrophobic polymers at a reduced computational cost. As noted previously [2],
the inclusion of additional intrapolymer interactions (e.g., a dihedral potential) changes the conformational preferences but does not affect the qualitative
hydration contributions or their dependence on length scale and attractions.
Each polymer is solvated in a bath of extended single point charge
(SPC/E) [103] water molecules in a periodically replicated cubic simulation
box. We carry out isothermal-isobaric ensemble molecular dynamics simulations using GROMACS [72, 73] at P = 1 atm and T = 300 K. To
study the effect of polymer-water vdW interactions we use three different potentials for nonbonded monomer-monomer and monomer-water interactions:
(i-ii) Lennard-Jones (LJ) potentials with different interaction strengths, and
(iii) a repulsive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA) [101] potential. The two
LJ interaction strengths are “standard” LJ (denoted ǫ), representing typical
alkane-water interactions [ǫmm = 0.5856 and 0.85 kJ/mol for C25 and CG25
monomer-monomer interactions, respectively], and “half” LJ (denoted ǫ/2),
where the monomer-monomer interaction strength is reduced by a factor of
2 [ǫmm = 0.2928 and 0.425 kJ/mol, respectively]. The energy parameter ǫmm
for WCA interactions is the same as that for the standard-LJ (ǫ) case. Other
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simulation details can be found in ref. [2].
We use umbrella sampling simulations to obtain the potential of mean
force (PMF) for collapse of each polymer along the radius of gyration, Rg ,
reaction coordinate [2]. The total PMF, W (Rg ), can be separated into different
contributions as

W (Rg ) = Wvac (Rg ) + Whyd (Rg ) + hUpw i(Rg )

(3.1)

where Wvac is the PMF in vacuum (i.e., without water) at T = 300K. Whyd
quantifies the hydration contribution resulting primarily from step 1 described
above, and hUpw i is the ensemble averaged polymer-water vdW interaction energy. The rationale for this separation is that each term is physically meaningful and may ultimately be treated separately using theory and/or data from
a reference state [104, 2]. We obtained Wvac from simulations of the polymers
in vacuum, which take only a small fraction of the computer time required for
the fully solvated systems that include 4000-12000 water molecules [2].

3.3

Results and Discussion

Fig. 3.1 shows the Whyd profiles for WCA as well as attractive polymers. As
expected, Whyd increases monotonically with Rg , reflecting a strong hydrophobic driving force for collapse [2, 28]. Moreover, Whyd is relatively insensitive
to the strength of polymer-water attractions in the range studied here. This
important observation is more striking in light of the fact that water structure
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Figure 3.1: (a and b) Hydration contribution to the potential of mean force,
Whyd , for C25 and CG25 polymers, respectively. Cases with LJ [ǫ/2, ǫ] and
WCA polymer interactions are shown. Conformations with Rg < Rgcut are
defined as collapsed/folded states: Rgcut = 0.6 nm for C25 polymers and 0.73
nm for CG25 polymers. Both Whyd and Rg data are plotted as differences from
the Rgcut reference state and are taken from Ref. [2].
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in the polymer’s vicinity is quite sensitive to polymer-water attractions, as
discussed below.
Fig. 3.2(a and b) compares the local water density at the polymerwater interface, hNhyd i/A, where hNhyd i is the number of hydration-shell water
molecules, to that near isolated monomers. The local densities of water near
isolated WCA or LJ particles are similar to one another and relatively high,
equal to about 16 molecules per nm2 . The water density near WCA polymers
is significantly lower, consistent with the larger effective size of the polymer
and lower curvature of its surface. Snapshots of configurations from simulations also indicate dewetted or dry patches in the vicinity of WCA polymers
(Fig. 3.2(c-e)). Adding weak vdW interactions leads to “rewetting” of the
polymer surface, highlighting the sensitivity of the water structure near WCA
polymers to weak polymer-water attractions. The magnitude of vicinal water density for LJ polymers is intermediate between that near dewetted WCA
polymers and near wet isolated monomers.
The above trends in hydration-shell density are also visible in the spherically averaged monomer-oxygen(water) radial distribution functions, g(r),
shown in Fig. 3.3(a and b). Here, r is the monomer-oxygen separation, and
g(r) is averaged over all monomers. The g(r) profiles are qualitatively different
for WCA and LJ polymers– a depletion layer surrounds WCA polymers versus
a more layered structure around LJ polymers. In addition, g(r) also depends
on the strength of LJ attraction.
In light of the sensitivity of water density and structure near WCA
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Figure 3.2: (a and b) Hydration-shell water density calculated as average
number of hydration waters per unit solvent-accessible area, hNhyd i/A, for C25
and CG25 (LJ and WCA) polymers, respectively. Horizontal (thick dashed)
lines indicate surface water density near isolated C25 and CG25 monomers [2].
A water molecule is considered to be in the hydration-shell if its distance from
the nearest monomer is less than a cut-off value (0.6 nm for C25 and 0.7
nm for CG25). Line style and color code are the same as in Fig. 3.1. (c, d
and e) Simulation snapshots of CG25-WCA, CG25-LJ (ǫ/2), and CG25-LJ
(ǫ) polymers in water, respectively. Only hydration-shell water molecules are
shown. The configurations were chosen such that their hydration shell water
density is close to hNhyd i/A shown above in (a and b). In all cases, Rg ∼ Rgcut .
To improve clarity, monomers are shown twice as large.
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Figure 3.3: (a and b) Spherically averaged monomer-oxygen(water) radial distribution functions, g(r), for collapsed states of C25 [Rg = 0.46 nm] and
CG25 [Rg = 0.55 nm] polymers, respectively. Cases with LJ [ǫ/2, ǫ] and WCA
polymer interactions are shown. (c and d) Same, but now plotted as the
product of g(r) and the corresponding monomer-oxygen(water) LJ pair potential v(r). (e and f) Same, but now g(r) and v(r) scaled appropriately,
g ∗ (r)v ∗(r) = [g(r)/ exp(βǫmw )][v(r)/ǫmw ]. (g and h) Polymer-water scaled LJ
∗
interaction energy Upw
(Rg ) = hUpw i/(ǫmw exp[βǫmw ]) for C25-LJ and CG25-LJ
polymers, respectively, plotted versus polymer radius of gyration Rg . Line
style and color code are the same as in Fig. 3.1.
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polymers, the relative insensitivity of Whyd to weak attractions is striking
and fundamentally important. Whyd depends on the size and conformation of
the polymer, is approximately proportional to the polymer-water interfacial
area [2], and quantifies the hydration contribution to the polymer-water interfacial tension. The above results indicate that the average local density of
water and its details (layering vs depletion) at the solute interface appear to
be weakly correlated to the precise magnitude of the solute-water interfacial
tension, and thus are not necessarily good quantifiers of the surface hydrophobicity.
Even though Whyd depends mainly on polymer size and conformation,
the fact that hydration structure is sensitive to attractive interactions implies
that polymer-water energetics, the associated PMFs [through eq. (3.1)], and
the free energies of unfolding will be also. Can one use a perturbation approach
to predict these effects? Perhaps, but as we discuss below, one must modify
the strategy traditionally used to describe the hydration of small solutes. For
small solutes, hydration structure is insensitive to solute-water attractions,
and thus the hydration structure surrounding a WCA solute can serve as a
natural reference state [18]. In contrast, addition of weak attractions to WCA
polymers pulls the interface toward the polymer surface and changes the shape
of g(r) (from depleted to layered). As a result, a first-order perturbation treatment [18, 94], which calculates the magnitude of attractive interactions by assuming the reference structure surrounding a WCA polymer, will significantly
underestimate hUpw i (not shown). Given the sensitivity of water structure to
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weak attractions, hydration structure near a rewetted LJ polymer provides a
better reference state than that near a WCA polymer. In fact, we illustrate
below how the minor differences between hydration structures surrounding
various LJ polymers are readily accounted for via a simple scaling, which can
then be used to quantitatively predict their collapse thermodynamics.
To motivate this scaling, consider that one can write the polymer-water
R
interaction energy as Upw = Nmon ρw
b g(r)v(|r|)dr, where, Nmon is the number

of monomers in the polymer, r is the distance vector corresponding to r, v(r)
is the monomer-oxygen LJ interaction, and ρw
b is bulk water density. Thus, a
scaling that approximately collapses g(r)v(r) data for different LJ polymers
is expected to collapse the corresponding hUpw i data. Fig. 3.3(c and d) shows
g(r)v(r) for folded configurations of the LJ polymers. These curves have the
same basic shape at different LJ interactions, and the main quantitative difference lies in the depth of the minimum. This difference can be understood by
considering the individual terms v(r) and g(r). For v(r), the monomer-oxygen
LJ energy parameter ǫmw provides a natural scale. Furthermore, note that the
zeroth-order term in the density expansion of g(r) is given by exp[−βv(r)].
So one natural choice is to rescale g(r) by the maximum of the associated
Boltzmann factor, exp(βǫmw ).
This scaling, which is trivial to apply, captures the important differences in g(r)v(r) outside of the repulsive core and, as is shown in Fig. 3.3
(e and f), approximately collapses the data for LJ polymers with different
interaction strengths.

Fig. 3.3(g and h) illustrate that the corresponding
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differences in the polymer-water “energetic” contribution, hUpw i, can also
be accounted for by the same rescaling. The practical consequence is that
∗
Upw
= hUpw i/(ǫpw exp[ǫpw ]) can be calculated by simulating a polymer at a ref-

erence LJ interaction strength and used to predict hUpw i for polymers with different energetics. Because Whyd is insensitive to polymer interaction strength
and Wvac can be obtained efficiently from vacuum simulations, one can readily
predict the PMF and ∆Gu for polymers having different interactions without
carrying out additional simulations.
As a demonstration of this idea, we compare PMFs and free energies
of unfolding for the LJ polymers obtained from full simulations versus those
predicted from the perturbation approach in Fig. 3.4. For the perturbation ap∗
proach, we assume Whyd and Upw
are independent of interaction strength and

compute their values from the average of data for the LJ polymers in Fig. 3.1(a
and b) and Fig. 3.3(g and h), respectively. We compute Wvac from short vacuum simulations. As can be seen, the perturbation approach does an excellent
job of predicting how polymer vdW interactions impact the thermodynamics
of folding/unfolding 1 .
Before concluding, we note that the success of this approach rests on
two key observations. First, Whyd is relatively insensitive to weak attractions,
and second, hUpw i scales with interaction strength in a simple way once weak
attractions are “turned on”. If the vdW attaction strength is artificially made
significantly stronger than typical alkane water attractions, or if non-vdW
1

Using data from either the ǫ/2 or ǫ LJ polymer system as a reference state to predict
the PMF or free energy of the other LJ system provides equally good quantitative results.
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Figure 3.4: PMF for (a) C25-LJ and (b) CG25-LJ polymers. Simulation results
are shown in symbols and perturbation model predictions are shown by curves.
(c) Predictions for unfolding free energy ∆Gu of C25-LJ and CG25-LJ polymers plotted against the corresponding simulation
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(e.g., Coulomb) interactions are added [105], Whyd is unlikely to remain approximately constant, and the scaling associated with hUpw i may also become
more complicated. We have already seen partial evidence of such complexities
in simulations of LJ polymers with interaction strength of 2ǫ. Specifically, we
observed that while the simple energy scaling described above still approximately captures the changes in g(r)v(r) and Upw for those polymers (data
not shown), the hydration contribution, Whyd , is no longer independent of
interaction strength.

3.4

Conclusions

To summarize, we have demonstrated here that the effect of vdW interactions
on the collapse thermodynamics of model hydrophobic polymers can be readily predicted using a perturbation approach. This is due to the fact that these
interactions, as long as they are not too strong, have little effect on the hydration or “cavity” contribution to the polymer-water interfacial tension. This is
true, in spite of the fact that the polymer-water interactions significantly affect
both hydration structure and the free energy of unfolding. Length scales for
the model polymers studied here are in the biologically relevant “crossover”
regime [2], and hence, these perturbation ideas might also be useful in modeling more complex biological self-assembly processes.
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Chapter 4
Available states and available space:
Static properties that predict self
diffusivity of confined fluids
4.1

Introduction

Confining an equilibrium fluid of particles to length scales on the order of several particle diameters changes both its static and dynamic properties. Classical density functional theory (DFT) can often make reliable predictions concerning the former, but implications of confinement for dynamics remain challenging to forecast for even the most basic models. For example, Enskog theory
generalized for inhomogeneous fluids [107] predicts that constant-activity confinement of the hard-sphere (HS) fluid between hard walls will significantly
decrease self-diffusivity parallel to the boundaries [108]. Recent molecular dynamics simulations of that system, however, show that this prediction is qualitatively incorrect, i.e., self diffusivity increases with constant-activity confinement [3]. Hydrodynamic theories, on the other hand, can predict how the presence of a single wall [109] or confinement between two walls [110, 111, 112, 113]
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impacts the self diffusion of a single Brownian particle in solvent. But it is
not yet clear how to generalize these approaches to account for the effects that
strongly inhomogeneous static structuring has on the transport coefficients of
dense confined fluids [3, 32, 114]. Given the absence of a reliable microscopic
theory, the development of new qualitative or semi-quantitative heuristics for
predicting dynamics of confined fluids would be of considerable practical use.
In this spirit, one productive strategy has been to first exhaustively
simulate the static and dynamic behaviors of simple models of confined fluids. The idea is that comprehensive study of these systems may reveal static
quantities that strongly correlate with transport coefficients for a wide variety of confining environments. Knowledge of these correlations together with
reliable predictions of the static quantities from equilibrium theory would, in
turn, lead to indirect predictions for how confinement modifies dynamics.
Indeed, recent simulation data covering hundreds of state points for various confined HS, Lennard-Jones, and square-well fluids point to the existence
of a robust, isothermal correlation between the self-diffusion coefficient D and
the excess entropy per particle (over ideal gas) sex — a relationship that is
approximately independent of the degree of confinement for a wide range of
equilibrium conditions [3, 32, 33, 34, 35]. The practical implication is that
the mathematical form of the correlation for a given fluid (obtained from bulk
fluid simulations) can be used together with knowledge of the excess entropy
of the confined system (computed, e.g., via DFT) to make a heuristic estimate
for how confinement will modify the self diffusivity. As has been discussed
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elsewhere [3, 32], this strategy can successfully predict subtle, confinement
induced effects of packing frustration on relaxation processes, behavior not reflected in other static quantities traditionally thought to track dynamics, such
as the average density.
Although a fundamental and general derivation that explains the observed relationship between excess entropy and dynamics of confined fluids
is still lacking, the fact that the two are connected is not surprising. Excess
entropy is a negative quantity that measures the extent to which static interparticle correlations reduce the number of microstates available to the fluid.
In fact, −sex is often used as a metric for characterizing the “amount” of structural order present in condensed phase systems [115, 116, 117, 118, 119]. Since
interparticle correlations strongly influence collisional processes, it makes intuitive sense that macrostate changes which increase structural order (−sex )
might also tend to reduce single-particle mobility.

Qualitative arguments

such as these have previously been presented to rationalize empirically observed correlations between excess entropy and transport coefficients of both
bulk [120, 121, 122] and confined [3, 32, 114, 33, 34, 35] equilibrium fluids.
Nonetheless, it is natural to wonder whether excess entropy is unique in this
regard. Perhaps other measures also accurately forecast the implications of
confinement for the dynamics of dense fluids. For example, does the mobility
of inhomogeneous HS fluids also increase with the average amount of space
available for particle motion? Do some measures of free or available volume
correlate much more strongly with dynamics than others? Can one quantita-
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tively, or semi-quantitatively, predict self diffusivity of confined fluids based
on knowledge of how confinement affects the free or available volume of the
system?
Here, we put the above questions to stringent tests for a variety of
confined fluid systems. To ascertain the effect of pore geometry on correlations between self diffusivity and thermodynamics, we study a monodisperse
hard-sphere fluid confined to smooth hard-wall slit pores, square channels,
and cylindrical pores. We also explore the effects of boundary interactions in
the slit-pore geometry by examining cases for which square-well (attractive)
or square-shoulder (repulsive) particle-boundary interactions are present. Finally, we investigate the self diffusivity and thermodynamics of a confined
binary hard-sphere mixture which can be equilibrated in the fluid state at
higher packing fractions without crystallizing than the corresponding singlecomponent fluid. Together, this study represents, to our knowledge, the most
comprehensive exploration of the relationships between static and dynamic
properties in these basic inhomogeneous systems to date. We calculate the selfdiffusion coefficient [via molecular dynamics simulations], and excess entropy
and various measures of available volume [via Transition Matrix Monte Carlo
(TMMC) simulations and fundamental measure theory] at approximately 103
state points. Our results illustrate that predictions of either excess entropy or
a generalized measure of average available volume from classical density functional theory can be used together with knowledge of bulk fluid behavior to
heuristically estimate the diffusion coefficient of confined fluids across a wide
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range of equilibrium conditions. We note that all the dynamics-statics correlations reported in this work are empirical, and as yet there is no definitive
theoretical link between the dynamic and static properties of bulk or confined
fluids.

4.2

Connections between density, available volume, and dynamics: Preliminary evidence

The available volume in a configuration of the single-component HS fluid refers
to the space into which the center of an additional HS particle of equal size can
be inserted without creating an overlap with existing particles or the boundary. It might also be considered a coarse measure of the space immediately
available for particle motion in that configuration of the system. For the bulk
equilibrium HS fluid, the ensemble-averaged fraction of the total volume that
is available (in the above sense) is given by p0 = ρ/ξ [123], where ρ is number
density, ξ = exp[βµ]/Λ3 is activity, µ is the chemical potential, β = [kB T ]−1 ,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and Λ is the thermal
deBroglie wavelength. It is known that increasing ρ monotonically decreases
both p0 and self diffusivity D for this system; i.e. dp0 /dρ < 0 and dD/dρ < 0
(see, e.g. [119]), which is consistent with the intuitive idea that these static
and dynamic properties might be linked. Moreover, in the low density limit,
Rosenfeld has previously shown [121] that an analytical excess entropy scaling
for the transport coefficients of bulk soft- and hard-sphere fluids follows from
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considering kinetic theory (D ∼ 1/ρ) and a second-virial expansion for the
free energy. The same line of reasoning predicts a low-density p0 scaling for
these systems.
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h
2
Figure 4.1: Schematic of an inhomogeneous HS fluid confined between boundaries in a slit pore geometry. The walls are placed a distance H = h + σ apart,
where h is the length accessible to particle centers. Dark regions indicate hard
spheres and confining walls. Additional particle centers are excluded from the
grey (overlap) region. The white region indicates the volume available for
inserting an identical hard sphere of diameter σ.
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Are density, available space, and self diffusion connected in the same
qualitative way for inhomogeneous HS fluids? Previous studies have provided some information useful for addressing this question. For example, it
is known that confining the equilibrium HS fluid between hard walls (while
maintaining fixed ξ) significantly increases the average particle density, i.e.
(∂ρh /∂h−1 )ξ > 0, over a wide range of ρh and h [108, 3]. Here, ρh = N/(Ah)
is average density, N is the total number of particles, A is the area of the
interface between the fluid and one hard wall, and h is the center-accessible
width of the slit pore [i.e., not including the “dead space” that the particle
centers are excluded from due to their interaction with the boundaries (see
Figure 4.1)]. The fact that ρh increases upon constant-ξ confinement initially
appeared consistent with earlier kinetic theory predictions that D of this system would show a corresponding decrease [108]. However, recent simulation
data have demonstrated that the kinetic theory predictions were qualitatively
incorrect [3]. That is, both ρh and D typically increase upon constant-ξ confinement [(∂D/∂ρh )ξ > 0, the fluid gets “denser” on average and particles
diffuse more rapidly], a trend that is the opposite of what might be expected
based on the bulk HS fluid behavior. Interestingly, confined HS fluids show
a different trend when an alternative thermodynamic constraint is applied.
Specifically, if h is held fixed, then increasing ρh has the effect of decreasing D,
i.e., (∂D/∂ρh )h < 0] [3, 33]. This preliminary data illustrates that knowledge
of how ρh changes is not, in and of itself, enough to even qualitatively predict
the implications of confinement for the dynamics of a fluid. Indeed, in Sec-
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tion 4.4 of this article, we present extensive numerical evidence for a variety of
confined fluid systems which underscores this point. We also explore whether
adopting a definition of average density based on the total rather than centeraccessible volume of the pore (see also [3, 33]) improves predictions for how
confinement modifies dynamics.
Does available volume show a more reliable correlation to dynamics than
average density? The fractional available volume in an inhomogeneous fluid
is inherently a local quantity, and it is given by p0 i (z) = ρi (z) exp[βuw
i (z)]/ξi ,
where ρi (z) and uw
i (z) represent the singlet (one-particle) density and the
wall-particle interaction potential for species i, respectively, evaluated at a
distance z from one wall [124, 125, 126]. The volume averaged quantity can
be expressed as
1
p0 i ≡
Vc,i

Z

Vc,i

p0 i dV

(4.1)

where the integral is over the particle-center-accessible volume Vc,i . For the
special case of a single-component HS fluid confined between smooth hard
walls, Eq. 4.1 reduces to p0 = ρh /ξ. Note that since (∂p0 /∂h−1 )ξ = ξ −1 (∂ρh /∂h−1 )ξ ,
and (∂ρh /∂h−1 )ξ > 0 across a wide range of ρh and h [108, 3], it follows that
(∂p0 /∂h−1 )ξ > 0 for those conditions. This increase in the fraction of available
space with constant-ξ confinement provides a simple physical explanation for
the counterintuitive observation that D increases along the same thermodynamic path. The density-dependent behavior of the p0 under the constraint
of constant h is also qualitatively consistent with the dynamical trends of the
confined HS fluid. In particular, both (∂p0 /∂ρh )h < 0 and (∂D/∂ρh )h < 0. All
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of this strongly suggests that p0 is a more relevant static metric for particle
mobility than the average particle density ρh .
In the following sections, we test the generality of these preliminary
observations by carrying out an extensive quantitative comparison of the correlations between self diffusivity D and various static measures (density, excess
entropy, and fractional available space) for single-component and binary HS
fluids confined to a variety of channels with different geometries and particleboundary interactions. The results clarify which of these static quantities
reliably predict the implications of confinement for the self diffusivity of the
fluid particles.

4.3

Methods

We study single-component HS fluids of particles with diameter σ both in the
bulk and confined to channels with three types of geometries: (i) quasi-twodimensional slit pores, (ii) quasi-one-dimensional square channels, and (iii)
cylindrical pores. Specifically, we consider (i) seven slit pores with thickness
H/σ = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 15 in the confining z direction (see Figure 4.1)
together with periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions, (ii)
seven square channels with total x − y cross-sectional dimensions of H 2 /σ 2 =
25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100, and 225 together with a periodic boundary condition
in the z direction, and (iii) six cylindrical channels of total diameter H/σ =
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 15 together with a periodic boundary condition in the axial
z direction.
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We take the interaction of a particle with a channel wall uw (s) in all
cases to have a generic square-well form:




∞ s < σ/2




uSW (s) = ǫw σ/2 ≤ s < σ






0 s ≥ σ

(4.2)

where s is the shortest distance between the particle center and the wall
of interest. For all three geometries, we study the case ǫw = 0, i.e. smooth hard
boundaries. Additionally, for the slit pore with size H/σ = 5, we investigate
cases with ǫw = 2kB T (a repulsive shoulder) and ǫw = −2kB T (an attractive
well).
We also consider a binary HS mixture confined between smooth hard
walls in a slit pore of width H/σ1 = 5. For this system, the particle diameter
ratio is taken to be σ2 /σ1 = 1.3 and the particle masses are proportional to
their volume, i.e., m2 /m1 = (σ2 /σ1 )3 . These parameter values closely mimic
those examined in recent experiments of binary colloidal mixtures under confinement [127].
To explore dynamic properties of these fluids, we perform molecular dynamics simulations using an event-driven algorithm [128] in the microcanonical
ensemble with N = 4000 particles for monodisperse HS systems and N = 3200
for the binary HS systems. For bulk systems, we use a cubic simulation cell
of volume V . For the confined systems, we adopt a rectangular parallelepiped
simulation cell of volume V = Hx Hy Hz with appropriate boundary condi63

tions depending on geometry. We extract the self diffusivity D by fitting the
√
long-time (t >> σ1 m1 β) mean-squared displacement to the Einstein relation
∆r2dp = 2dp Dt, where ∆r2dp corresponds to motions in the dp periodic directions. For the sake of clarity, we reserve the symbol D for the self diffusivity
of fluids under confinement and Dbulk for the self diffusivity of the bulk fluid.
To obtain reliable estimates, we average self diffusivities over four independent
trajectories. For simplification, we report quantities from this point forward
implicitly non-dimensionalized by appropriate combinations of the characteristic length scale, taken to be the HS diameter of the smallest particle in the
√
fluid σ1 , and a characteristic time scale, given by σ1 m1 β. Thus, all energies
are implicitly per unit kB T , and T is effectively scaled out of the problem
altogether.
We obtain thermodynamic properties using grand-canonical transitionmatrix Monte Carlo (GC-TMMC) simulation. For pure fluids, we use an
algorithm presented by Errington [31] and for binary mixtures we employ a
strategy developed by Shen and Errington [129], wherein one combines a series
of semigrand ensemble simulations to construct the system’s free energy over a
wide range of densities and compositions. We conduct GC-TMMC simulations
in a standard grand canonical ensemble where the volume V , temperature T ,
and activities {ξ1, ξ2 } are held constant and the particle numbers {N1 , N2 } and
energy E fluctuate. For notational convenience, we denote the sets {N1 , N2 }
and {ξ1, ξ2 } as N and ξ, respectively, using conventional vector notation. The
activity of component i is defined as ξi = Λ−3
i exp(µi ), where µi is the chemical
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potential and Λi is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. For the pure component
GC-TMMC simulations we present here, we set ξ = 1 and adjust the particle
center-accessible volume Vc to make the total volume V ≈ 1000. Simulations
of the binary mixture use V = 125 and V = 245 for the bulk and confined
fluids, respectively. For the bulk and confined simulations, we set ξ1 = 173.7
and ξ2 = 381.5.
The key quantity we extract from the GC-TMMC simulations is the particle number probability distribution Π(N). Once we obtain this distribution,
we use basic statistical mechanics principles and histogram reweighting [130]
to evaluate thermophysical properties over a range of activity values. First, we
use histogram reweighting to deduce Π(N) at a set of activities ξnew generally
different from that of the GC-TMMC simulation ξ sim ,
ln Π(N; ξnew ) = ln Π(N; ξsim ) +

X
i

Ni (ln ξi,new − ln ξi,sim),

(4.3)

where it is understood that the probability distributions are not normalized.
We obtain average particle numbers hNi from first-order moments of Π(N),
hN(ξ)i =

X

NΠ(N; ξ)/

X

Π(N; ξ).

(4.4)

We calculate ρ and ρh via normalization of hNi by V and Vc , respectively.
We define excess entropy as the difference between the fluid’s entropy
and that of an ideal gas with the same density profile. The particle number probability distribution provides the density and composition dependence
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of the Helmholtz free energy at a given temperature. Therefore, we combine knowledge of Π(N), average excess configurational energies U ex (N), and
particle-number-specific spatial density distributions ρ(N, r) to obtain the total excess entropy S ex [33, 35, 117],
S ex (N) = U ex (N) + ln Π(N)/Π(0)

Z
X
+
ln Ni ! − Ni ln ξi − Ni ln Ni + ρi (N, r) ln ρi (N, r)dr

(4.5)

i

We also predict the thermodynamic quantities of the bulk single-component
and binary HS fluids using the Carnahan-Starling [131] and Boublik-MansooriCarnahan-Starling-Leland [132, 133] equations of state, respectively. We predict the thermodynamic properties of confined HS fluids using a recent modification [134, 135] of Rosenfeld’s fundamental measure theory [30]. Fundamental measure theory is a classical DFT of inhomogeneous fluids that has
been shown to accurately predict structure and thermodynamics of confined
HS systems in various restrictive geometries up to very high densities [136].
For numerical evaluation of the DFT for slit and cylindrical pores, we use
Picard iterations on a grid spacing of 0.005. We update densities according
in
out
in
in
to, [ρ]in
n+1 = 0.95[ρ]n + 0.05[ρ]n , where [ρ]n+1 and [ρ]n are the input den-

sity profiles at the n + 1th and nth iterations, respectively, and [ρ]out
is the
n
output density profile at the nth iteration. We stop Picard iterations when
the relative change in output density profile between two successive cycles [1
cycle = 20 iterations] becomes less than 10−5 . For numerical evaluation of the
DFT in the square channel geometry, we use Sandia National Laboratories
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Tramonto package [137]. We adopt a grid of 0.05 × 0.05 for H = 5, 6 and a
grid of 0.075 × 0.075 for H > 6. We stop the minimization algorithm when
the relative or absolute change in the grand potential is less than 10−7.

4.4

Testing structure-property relations for predicting self diffusivity of confined fluids

In this section, we explore the accuracy of the following strategy for predicting
the self diffusivity of confined HS fluids: (1) determine the value of a static
quantity x of a confined fluid believed to be relevant for dynamics (e.g., its density, excess entropy, or fractional available volume), and (2) input this value
into the relationship between self diffusivity and that same static quantity
x
for the bulk fluid, Dbulk
(x), to estimate the confined fluid self diffusivity, D.

Of course, such a strategy can only provide approximate predictions. While
there is a one-to-one relationship for the equilibrium HS fluid between the
self diffusivity and any one of the aforementioned static quantities,1 the dynamic properties of the confined fluid generally depend on a larger number
of variables (e.g., the dimensions of the confining geometry, the nature of the
particle-boundary interactions, and the chemical potential). Nonetheless, the
hope is that one can discover a static quantity x whose relationship with D
is largely insensitive to the effect of confinement. If so, the bulk structurex
property relationship Dbulk
can be used to predict D independent of the other
1

This is true if the self diffusivity is appropriately non-dimensionalized, as we have done
here, to remove the trivial effect of the thermal velocity of the particles.
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parameters of the confined system. Systematic tests of this idea should give
new insights into the structural properties that are most relevant for singleparticle dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids.
To investigate the accuracy of predictions by this approach, we use the
“exact” results of molecular simulations to examine the ratio of the bulk fluid
x
self diffusivity to that of confined fluids with the same value of x, i.e., Dbulk
/D.

Since one is often interested in both D and the effective characteristic time
x
associated with diffusive motion (D −1 ), we present plots of Dbulk
/D in this

work on a logarithmic scale, a representation for which overpredictions and
underpredictions of D by the same factor appear the same distance from unity.
We also present statistics associated with the relative errors of the predictions
for different x. For each x that we consider here, we analyze roughly 103 state
points of the equilibrium HS fluid confined to the various pore geometries
described in Section 4.3. This data, when taken as whole, spans approximately
four decades in D.

4.4.1

Confinement in channels with smooth hard boundaries

x
Here, we examine the ratio Dbulk
/D for the single-component HS fluid con-

fined to various geometries by smooth hard boundaries [i.e. ǫw = 0, see 4.2].
We begin by testing the predictions that follow from assuming that x = ρh ,
the number density averaged over the particle-center-accessible volume of the
pore, is the relevant static metric for dynamics [see Figure 4.2(a-c)]. It is
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Figure 4.2: Ratio of self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid to that of a confined
x
HS fluid with the same value of a static quantity x, Dbulk
/D, obtained via
molecular simulations. Data are shown for the fluid confined to slit pore [a,
d, g, j], square channel [b, e, h, k], and cylindrical pore [c, f, i, l] geometries.
The static quantity x is indicated in each of the four panels. 20% bounds on
relative error in confined fluid self diffusivity “predictions” by using the bulk
x
structure-property relation Dbulk
are shown by red dash-dotted lines. The
equilibrium fluid states shown here span the density range 0 < ρh < ρ0 , where
ρ0 ≈ 0.95 for (a-c) and 1 < ρ0 < 1.25 for (d-l), depending on pore size. Pores
shown have confining dimensions of 5 (circle), 6 (square), 7 (diamond), 8 (+),
9 (x), 10 (*), and 15 (triangle). These dimensions correspond to channel width
H for slit pores and square channels and channel diameter d for cylindrical
pores. All channels have smooth hard boundaries.
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immediately clear from the data that ρh does not, in itself, provide a good
basis for prediction. HS fluids confined in slit-pore, square-channel, and cylindrical geometries generally exhibit a wide range of D for each ρh , with the
fastest dynamics occurring in the smallest pores. In fact, note that the bulk
ρh
structure-property relation Dbulk
can underpredict D by nearly a factor of

ten for fluids in the most restrictive geometries. The performance of the bulk
structure-property relation using x = ρh is actually even worse than it appears
in Figure 4.2(a-c) for the following reason. The freezing transition occurs at a
density of 0.945 for the bulk HS fluid, which provides an upper limit on values
ρh
of ρh that can be used for predictions using Dbulk
. However, center-accessible

densities for the equilibrium fluid in the smallest square-channel and cylindrical pores can reach as high as ρh ≈ 1.25. Thus, the bulk structure-property
ρh
relation Dbulk
cannot even make predictions for a significant fraction of the

equilibrium state points for highly confined HS fluids. All of this confirms the
preliminary expectation discussed in Section 4.2 that knowledge of ρh and bulk
fluid behavior is not enough to predict the self diffusivity of confined fluids.
This conclusion is consistent with the earlier observations of Mittal et al. [33]
concerning a smaller set of data for the HS fluid confined to slit pores.
x
/D for the HS fluid
In Figure 4.2 (d,g, and, j), we again present Dbulk
x
confined to slit pores, but now Dbulk
is the corresponding bulk fluid relation

between diffusivity and one of three alternative static properties (x): average
density based on total pore volume ρ = ρh (1 − H −1 ), excess entropy per
particle sex , and fraction of available volume p0 . The data in these plots
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corresponds to confined fluid states with packing fractions that vary from the
dilute gas to the freezing transition for pore widths H ≥ 5. As can be seen,
each of these static measures can provide semi-quantitative predictions for
confined fluid diffusivities when used together with the corresponding bulk
structure-property correlation. In fact, for 93% (x = ρ), 97% (x = sex ), and
100% (x = p0 ) of equilibrium state points for these systems, the predictions
x
provided by Dbulk
are within 20% of the “exact” MD data for D. Note that

the very small fraction of overpredictions based on ρ or sex that exceed 20%
relative error correspond to the high density, low D state points near the
freezing transition.
Based on the slit-pore data, it might be tempting to conclude that totalvolume-based average density ρ tracks dynamics nearly as reliably as sex and p0
for confined fluids. To provide a more stringent test of this preliminary conclux
sion, we now examine Dbulk
/D for HS fluids confined to quasi-one-dimensional

square channel and cylindrical pore geometries with edge dimensions H ≥ 5
and diameters d ≥ 6, respectively. Fluids confined in these geometries have a
significantly higher percentage of particles near the boundaries than in the corresponding slit pores, and hence the effects of confinement on both structure
and dynamics should be more pronounced.
Figure 4.2(e,f) shows that for square channel and cylindrical geometries,
ρ
self-diffusivity predictions based on Dbulk
can be significantly higher than the

actual D of a confined fluid with the same ρ. In fact, for the densest fluid sysρ
tems studied here, the bulk structure-property relation Dbulk
is between 2 and
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4 times larger than D, depending on H. Furthermore, Figure 4.2(h,i,k,l) illusx
trates that Dbulk
predictions for x = sex or x = p0 are in the semi-quantitative

range for a larger fraction of state points than those based on x = ρ. Specifx
ically, Dbulk
is within 20% of D for 46% (x = ρ), 82% (x = sex ), and 95%

(x = p0 ) of the state points. The main differences occur for high density,
low D state points, where predictions based on fractional available volume are
significantly more accurate than those based on excess entropy or density.
Another relevant test case for comparing which of ρ, sex , or p0 most
faithfully tracks dynamics is to vary the degree of confinement while fixing ρ,
an idea motivated by an earlier study by Mittal et al [3]. In particular, Mittal
et al demonstrated that D and sex of a HS fluid oscillate in phase when H of the
confining slit pore is varied (for H ≤ 5) and ρ is held constant. The maxima
in D (high particle mobility) and sex (weak interparticle correlations) occur
for integer values of H, geometries which naturally accommodate the layering
of particles near the boundaries. The minima in D (low particle mobility)
and sex (strong interparticle correlations) occur for non-integer values of H,
which frustrate this natural layering pattern. Along similar lines, Goel et
al [32] recently demonstrated that particle-boundary interactions that flatten
the density profile of a confined fluid generally reduce D and sex , while those
which increase layering can have the opposite effect. All of this suggests that
excess entropy captures some of the subtle frustration induced effects that
layering has on both interparticle correlations and single-particle dynamics [3].
Does p0 also capture these effects? A very recent study of Mittal et al [114]
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Figure 4.3: Self diffusivity D of a HS fluid confined in narrow slit pores of width
H = 2 − 5 by smooth hard boundaries. The density of the confined fluid is
fixed at ρ = (6/π)0.4. We compare molecular dynamics simulation data (open
x
circle) for the confined fluid with the self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid, Dbulk
,
ex
at the same value of x = ρ (green dash-dotted line), x = s (red square), and
x = p0 (blue triangle). Solid lines are shown as a guide to the eye. D and sex ,
calculated via molecular dynamics and TMMC simulations, respectively, are
taken from Fig. 7 of [3]. p0 was calculated via TMMC simulations described
in Section 4.3 of the present work.
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suggests that it might. In particular, the authors of that study showed that
the local fraction of available volume p0 (z) and the position-dependent self
diffusivity normal to the boundaries D⊥ (z) of a confined HS fluid are highest
in regions of high local density ρ(z).
Figure 4.3 provides a more direct test of this idea. In particular, it
shows the D data of Mittal et al [3] for a HS fluid confined between hard walls
calculated via molecular dynamics simulations. We have also included on this
x
plot predictions from the three bulk structure-property relations Dbulk
, where
ρ
is
x = ρ, x = sex , and x = p0 . Since ρ is fixed here, it is evident that Dbulk

not able to predict the oscillatory trends in the dynamics data. However, note
p0
s
and Dbulk
that both Dbulk
predict the correct oscillatory behavior. In fact, the
ex

p0
are virtually quantitative over the entire range of H.
predictions of Dbulk
p0
to generally track the dynamics of dense, conShould we expect Dbulk
ex

s
? In other words, what is more
fined HS fluids more accurately than Dbulk

relevant for dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids: available space or available
states? We further explore that question by examining the behavior of the
confined HS mixture discussed in Section 4.3. Specifically, by studying this
binary fluid mixture in a slit pore with H = 5, we are able to probe confined fluid states with packing fraction φ as high as 0.52 (compared with the
highest packing fraction of 0.46 for a monodisperse HS fluid confined in a slitpore of H = 5) At φ = 0.52, the fluid already exhibits dynamic signatures
of supercooling, e.g., the emergence of a plateau in the time dependence of
the mean-squared displacement. The corresponding D at this packing frac-
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Figure 4.4: Ratio of self diffusivity of (a) small particles and (b) large particles
of a bulk binary HS fluid mixture to that of a corresponding confined HS fluid
x
mixture with the same value of a static quantity x, Dbulk
/D, obtained via
molecular simulation. The static quantity used for making predictions is x = ρ
(open circle), x = sex (open square), and x = p0 i (open triangle). Data are
shown for the H = 5 slit-pore geometry with the total packing fraction in the
range 0.025 −0.52. The mole fraction of the small spheres is 0.75. 20% bounds
on relative error in self-diffusivity predictions are shown by red dash-dotted
line.
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tion (= 0.002) is an order of magnitude smaller than the smallest D for the
confined monodisperse fluid (= 0.02) in the slit pore geometry.
Figure 4.4(a,b) shows the ratio of the bulk self diffusivity to confined
x
self diffusivity, Dbulk
/D, for the small and large particles of the mixture, re-

spectively. Again, the comparisons are made to the bulk fluid mixture of the
same composition and density (x = ρ), excess entropy (x = sex ), or fractional
available volume of the corresponding species (x = p0 i ). Note that the bulk
structure-property predictions for self diffusivities of small and large particles
are semi-quantitative (within 20%) for D > 0.1 based on any of the three
aforementioned static quantities. However, relative errors in predictions based
on ρ or sex begin to increase sharply for D < 0.1. On the other hand, predictions based on p0 i remain semi-quantitative for all D > 0.02 (covering three
decades in D), with significant overpredictions occuring only for the densest three state points investigated. Thus, it appears that, for single-particle
dynamics, fractional available volume is the most relevant of the three static
measures investigated here. The question of whether there exists an alternative
x
static measure x, such that Dbulk
tracks D for deeply supercooled mixtures, is

currently an open one. The answer to that question will likely have important
implications for understanding how confinement shifts the glass transition of
fluids.
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4.4.2

Particle-boundary interactions and a generalized
measure of available volume

Thus far, we have only considered the geometric (i.e., packing) consequences of
confinement on dynamics. How does the presence of finite particle-boundary
interactions affect the picture described in the previous section? We explore
the answer to this question by studying a monodisperse HS fluid confined to a
slit pore geometry by smooth walls with either square-shoulder (repulsive) or
square-well (attractive) particle-boundary interactions [for details, see Eq. 4.2].
Figure 4.5(a and b) shows the ratio of the bulk to confined self diffusivx
ity, Dbulk
/D, for these two cases, respectively, with comparisons between bulk

and confined fluids being made at the same density (x = ρ), excess entropy
(x = sex ), and fractional available volume (x = p0 ). Clearly, the fractional
available volume p0 fails to track the dynamics of the confined fluid for both
cases presented. However, this should perhaps be expected. Since the interactions of the particles with the boundaries in these cases are strongly positiondependent, all free space is not equally “available” to the particles. To account
for this energetic imbalance, we suggest a generalized available volume (p0w )
that appropriately weighs the local available space by the Boltzmann factor of
the particle-boundary interaction,

p0w =
=

R

Vc

R

p0 exp[−uw (s)]dV

Vc
ig

exp[−uw (s)]dV

=

ρh (ξ)
ρig
h (ξ)

ξ (ρh )
= exp[−{µ(ρh ) − µig (ρh )}]
ξ(ρh )
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Figure 4.5: Ratio of self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid to that of a confined HS
x
fluid with the same value of a static quantity x, Dbulk
/D, obtained via molecular simulation. Data include systems with (a) square-shoulder (repulsive) and
(b) square-well (attractive) particle-boundary interactions (see Eq. 4.2) with
H = 5 in the slit pore geometry. The static quantity used for making predictions is x = ρ (opencircle), x = sex (opensquare), x = p0 (opentriangle), and
x = p0w (fulltriangle). 20% bounds on relative error in self-diffusivity predictions are shown by the red dash-dotted line. Particle center accessible density
for the fluid spans the range 0 < ρh < 1.05. p0 overpredicts high-diffusivity
state points in panel b by more than 1000% and those data points are off the
scale of the graph.
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where, in all cases, the superscript “ig” denotes the corresponding quantity
for an ideal gas confined to an identical slit pore. As one can see from the
above equation, since this generalized available volume inherently relates the
thermodynamic state of the confined fluid to that of an ideal gas, it bears some
resemblence to an excess thermodynamic property.
It is important to point out that this generalized available volume has
several distinguishing features. (i) It reduces to p0 in the limit of fluids confined
to smooth hard boundaries. Thus, all of the results presented earlier in this
paper for p0 will remain unchanged for those systems if one instead uses p0w .
(ii) Unlike p0 or density, there is no arbitrary choice that needs to be made
about the volume over which one should do the averaging. This quantity is
the same no matter whether averaging is carried out over the center-accessible
or the total volume of the fluid. Put differently, this definition removes any
arbitrariness about the effective “diameter” of the fluid-boundary interaction.
(iii) The quantity p0w can be computed directly from knowledge of standard
thermodynamic and system parameters, namely ρ, ξ, and uw (z). (iv) It is not
limited to HS fluid systems. In fact, the computation of p0w from Eq. 4.6 does
not even require information about the particle-particle interactions, as long
as the other thermodynamic quantities can be measured.
How well does this new generalized measure of available volume track
self diffusivity when finite particle-boundary interactions are present? Figure 4.5 clearly illustrates that p0w corrects for the problems that p0 faces in
predicting the dynamics in these cases. In particular, the maximum error
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in self-diffusivity predictions based on p0w is 16% across the entire range of
packing fractions investigated, which makes it a more reliable predictor of
single-particle dynamics than either sex or ρ for these systems. As was seen
earlier, diffusivity predictions based on the bulk structure-property relation
for p0w are considerably more accurate than that for ρ or sex when considering
high density, low diffusivity state points (D < 0.1).

4.5

Using DFT together with bulk structureproperty relations to predict dynamics of
confined fluids

x
Above we have shown that knowledge of Dbulk
for the bulk HS fluid (x = sex

or x = p0w ) together with the value of x in confinement is enough for a semiquantitative prediction of confined (equilibrium) fluid diffusivity, D, across a
wide range of parameter space in these systems. Thus far, we have used TMMC
simulations to determine x for each confined fluid of interest. That raises the
following question. Is classical DFT accurate enough in its predictions of x
that one can eliminate the step of simulating the confined fluid altogether? In
this section, we take a first step toward addressing this question. In particular,
we present calculations of the ratio of self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid to that
x
of a confined HS fluid with the same value of x, Dbulk
/D, where x = sex or

p0w . In each case, x of the confined fluid is obtained directly from predictions
of Rosenfeld’s fundamental measure theory [134, 135], an accurate DFT for
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Figure 4.6: Ratio of self diffusivity of a bulk HS fluid to that of a confined
x
HS fluid with the same value of a static quantity x, Dbulk
/D. Here we show
x
a comparison of Dbulk /D with x obtained from the DFT (lines) or TMMC
(symbols) calculations. (a, b, and c) Data for a monodisperse HS fluid confined
by smooth hard boundaries to a slit pore [H = 5], a cylindrical pore [H = 6],
and a square channel [H = 5] geometry, respectively. (d and e) Data for small
and large particles of a binary HS mixture confined in a H = 5 slit pore,
respectively. (f and g) Data for a monodisperse HS fluid confined between the
repulsive and attractive boundaries discussed in the text, respectively, placed
at a separation of H = 5 in slit pore geometry. The density range for the state
points shown are the same as in Figure 4.2 for [a-c], Figure 4.4 for [d and e],
and Figure 4.5 for [f and g]. 20% bounds on relative error in self-diffusivity
predictions are shown by the red dash-dotted line.
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these systems.
Figure 4.6 shows relative errors in self-diffusivity predictions based on
sex and p0w , comparing cases with knowledge of the “exact” value of x in
confinement (calculated via TMMC simulations) and the predicted value of x
(calculated via DFT). Selected cases explored in the previous section involving
the three confining geometries (slit pore, cylindrical pore, and square channel),
small and large particles of binary mixtures, and finite fluid-boundary interx
actions are presented. In all cases, the Dbulk
/D curves obtained via the two

routes (TMMC versus DFT) are virtually indistinguishable over the entire
density range of equilbrium fluid, a demonstration of the reliability of DFT
for computing the static properties of these systems. As a result, it is clear
that one can use the bulk structure-property relations discussed above together with predictions of x from DFT to make semi-quantitative estimates of
confined fluid self diffusivity for a wide variety of hard sphere systems.

4.6

Conclusions

Fluids trapped in small spaces feature prominently in science and technology,
and understanding their properties is key for a number of research areas that
range from the design of membranes to the engineering of microfluidic devices.
The static and dynamic properties of these confined fluids can be very different
than those of bulk samples. While quantitatively accurate theories like DFT
are available for predicting static properties of confined fluids, making even
qualitative predictions for dynamics of inhomogeneous fluids has long been a
82

challenging endeavor. In this paper, we demonstrate how semi-quantitative
(albeit indirect) predictions of self diffusivity are still possible, even in the
absence of a theory, once one recognizes that certain empirical relationships
between static and dynamic properties are insensitive to confinement.
This study provides a systematic and quantitative investigation of such
relationships. In particular, we present a comprehensive study of the effects of
confinement on empirical correlations between self diffusivity (D) and various
thermodynamic measures for confined HS fluids: particle center-accessiblevolume-based and total-volume-based average densities (ρh and ρ, respectively), excess entropy (sex ), and two average measures of fractional available
volume (p0 and p0w ). Our main findings are as follows. The bulk structurex
property correlation, Dbulk
, based on the first density measure, x = ρh , severely

underestimates D when ρh of the confined fluid is used as the input. Further,
for dense confined fluids, ρh is often larger than the freezing density of the
bulk fluid, eliminating altogether the possibility of using the corresponding
bulk structure-property relation for predictions. Self-diffusivity predictions
based on the relation with total-volume-based density x = ρ provide a significant improvement over those involving ρh , substantiating the earlier idea
that ρ might be considered as a more natural measure of density for predicting
dynamics [33].
However, when one considers a wider variety of geometries [slit pore,
cylindrical, square channel], confined fluid mixtures, finite particle-boundary
interactions, and a wide range of packing fractions, one finds that structure-
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x
property relations Dbulk
based on excess entropy (x = sex ) and a new gen-

eralized measure of available volume (x = p0w ) provide much more accurate
estimates for D than those based on either of ρh or ρ. Our findings here
are further supported by some new molecular simulation calculations we have
done for a large tracer particle in a fluid of HS particles. We show that self
diffusivity of the tracer particle correlates qualitatively with its partial excess
entropy as well as p0w (unpublished data). Importantly, neither p0w nor sex
require one to arbitrarily define an averaging volume for the confined system.
However, self-diffusivity predictions based on p0w are significantly more
accurate than those based on sex under conditions of high packing fractions
(e.g., supercooled fluids) and highly restrictive confining geometries (e.g., quasione-dimensional channels). The generalized available volume p0w may also be
easier to compute based on experimental quantities than sex , since the former is
related to average density and chemical potential in a simple way (see Eq. 4.6),
and, in the limit of hard walls reduces to p0 , a purely structural quantity. In
fact, a recent experimental study has demonstrated that p0 can be measured
in colloidal suspensions using confocal microscopy [138]. Self-diffusivities in
these systems can also be readily measured [127]. Hence, colloidal particles
represent an interesting experimental system for testing some of our results.
Predictions of x via classical DFT are accurate enough for inhomogeneous HS fluids that one can use them, together with the bulk structurex
property relation (Dbulk
), to make semi-quantitative estimates of confined fluid

diffusivities. This effectively eliminates the need for simulating the confined
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fluid altogether, which might be particularly convenient in applications where
one needs to estimate the dynamics of systems across a wide array of parameter space. For example, in the design of microfluidic systems, one might hope
to screen a large range of possible particle-boundary interactions or confining
geometries against design considerations. A preliminary application of this
idea [32] is to use DFT to passively tune the transport properties of a confined
fluid, in a controlled way, by modifying the geometry or boundary-particle
interactions of the confined space.
Can the aforementioned static measures predict the dynamics of fluids
with continuous intermolecular potentials and/or attractive interactions? As
mentioned earlier, recent data from molecular simulations have shown that
there is indeed an isothermal correlation between the self-diffusion coefficient
D and the excess entropy for a variety of confined fluids (e.g., Lennard-Jones,
square-well, Weeks-Chandler-Andersen [101]), approximately independent of
the degree of confinement for a wide range of equilibrium conditions [32, 34].
We are currently exploring the viability of using the generalized available volume for predicting dynamics in these fluids, and we will report on our findings
in a future study. We are also compiling data on dynamics-structure correlations in systems studied in this work using other dynamical properties of the
fluid (such as its viscosity and thermal conductivity), and that would be a
part of a future publication.
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Chapter 5
Tuning density profiles and mobility of
inhomogeneous fluids
5.1

Introduction

Particles of confined fluids structure in an inhomogeneous manner. As a result, their relaxation processes occur at different rates than in the bulk. Although density profiles of confined fluids can be predicted by classical density
functional theory (DFT), a fundamental microscopic framework for predicting
transport coefficients has yet to emerge. In fact, even an intuitive understanding of how the density profile connects to dynamics is lacking.
For bulk fluids, semi-empirical structure-property relations have helped
to correlate and predict transport coefficients (see, e.g., [120, 121, 122]). Specifically, changes in thermodynamic state variables that increase short-range
structural order of fluids are also known to decrease their mobility in a simple, quantifiable way. This is true even for systems that exhibit anomalous
dynamical behavior, such as cold liquid water (where viscosity decreases upon
compression) [117, 116, 140] or concentrated colloidal suspensions (where in-
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terparticle attractions increase mobility) [118, 116]. Naı̈ve extrapolation of
this idea might lead one to suspect that inhomogeneous fluids with highly
structured (e.g., layered) density profiles would tend to be more viscous and
less diffusive than more spatially uniform fluids. Is that indeed the case? Here,
we explore this issue quantitatively. Specifically, we use molecular simulation
to investigate the relationship between the transport coefficients of an inhomogeneous fluid and its density profile, the latter of which can be modified in
a precise way through the interactions of the fluid particles with the confining
boundaries.
A key empirical observation motivating this study is the existence of an
isothermal correlation between the self-diffusion coefficient of simple inhomogeneous fluids and excess entropy (relative to ideal gas), which is approximately
obeyed across a wide range of confining environments [33, 3, 34]. Since the
magnitude of the excess entropy is itself a measure of structural order [115] ,
the aforementioned correlation is effectively a structure-property relationship.
But how does excess entropy connect to the density profile? Do fluids with
more structured density profiles generally have lower or higher values of excess entropy when compared to spatially uniform fluids? Moreover, can excess
entropy be tuned via the fluid-boundary interactions to modify the transport
coefficients in a controlled and predictable way? If so, this idea might be used
to great effect in the engineering of micro- and nano-fluidic systems.
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5.2
5.2.1

Models and Methods
Fluid model and particle-wall interactions

To address these open questions, we turn to the Weeks-Chandler-Andersen
(WCA) model [141], which is known to capture the entropic packing effects
that control many properties of dense, atomistic and colloidal fluids. The WCA
pair potential is defined as φ(r) = 4ǫ([σ/r]12 − [σ/r]6 ) + ǫ for r < 21/6 σ and
φ(r) = 0 for r > 21/6 σ, where r is the interparticle separation. We consider this
fluid confined to a thin film geometry between two parallel, planar boundaries
placed a distance H apart. Particles located a distance z from one boundary
(0 < z < H) interact with an external field φext (z) = φfw (z) + φfw (H − z). The
√
single-wall potential is given by φfw (z) = (2/15)[σ/z]9 −[σ/z]3 + 10ǫ/3 + φ0 (z)
for z < (2/5)1/6 σ and φfw (z) = φ0 (z) for z > (2/5)1/6 σ. This represents a WCA
9-3 repulsive boundary plus an additional term φ0 (z), which can be used to
tune the density profile. From here forward, we simplify notation by reporting
quantities implicitly nondimensionalized by appropriate combinations of the
characteristic length scale σ and energy scale ǫ (or equivalently kB T , since we
set ǫ = kB T for all calculations). In the above, kB is the Boltzmann constant
and T is temperature.
Our aim is to investigate, for given values of film thickness H and
RH
average fluid density ρavg = H −1 0 ρ(z)dz, how the details of the density

profile ρ(z) impact relaxation processes. This can be done systematically if
a suitable set of target density profiles can be chosen for study. For fixed
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chemical potential µ, H, and T , there is a one-to-one mapping between φ0 (z)
and ρ(z) [45]. In fact, as explained in section 5.2.3, the specific φ0 (z) that
will produce a given target density profile can be determined precisely using
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods. Once determined, φ0 (z) can then
be imposed in an equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation to calculate the
transport coefficients of the fluid.

5.2.2

Flat, natural, and structured density profiles

The baseline density profile that we consider is the “natural” one for the WCA
fluid confined between WCA 9-3 walls, i.e., the profile adopted by the equilibrium fluid when φ0 (z) = 0. It is characterized by a moderately inhomogeneous
structure of fluid particles layered parallel to the confining boundaries.
A second type of profile that we consider is a “flat” density distribution,
where the layered structure of the confined WCA fluid is effectively eliminated
by judicious choice of φ0 (z). We define this flat profile to be equivalent to that
which an equilibrium fluid of non-interacting particles with average density ρavg
would adopt in the presence of the boundary potential φext (z) with φ0 (z) = 0.
Fig. 5.1(a) compares the shapes of typical flat and natural density profiles, and
Fig. 5.1(c) shows the external potentials φext (z) that produce them. Interestingly, due to the non-local coupling of φext (z) to ρ(z), the layering structure
of WCA particles in the natural profile can be generally eliminated by the
addition of a non-oscillatory, repulsive contribution to the external field. As
we demonstrate below, flattening the density profile in this way has the effect
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Figure 5.1: (a) Natural and flat density profiles ρ(z), and (b) natural and structured density profiles for a confined WCA fluid with average density ρavg = 0.6
and H = 4, as discussed in the text. (c) The associated particle-boundary interactions φext (z).
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of reducing both the entropy and the excess entropy of the confined fluid.
Alternatively, φ0 (z) could be chosen such that the confined fluid takes on
a higher excess entropy (and, thus, perhaps a higher mobility) than when φ0 =
0 (i.e., the natural density profile). To demonstrate this, we investigate a third
class of density distributions which we refer to as “structured”. The procedure
for generating structured density profiles is described in detail elsewhere [142].
In short, they correspond to confined fluid states predicted by an approximate
DFT to have particularly high values of excess entropy. As is evident in
Fig. 5.1(b), structured profiles do have more pronounced layering than their
natural counterparts, an a posteriori justification for their name. Moreover,
the MC simulations described below verify that they indeed correspond to
states with higher excess entropy (but lower entropy) than those with the
natural profile.

5.2.3

Methods

Here, excess entropy is defined in the usual way as the difference between
the fluid’s entropy and that of an ideal gas with the same density profile.
To obtain excess entropy data for the aforementioned systems, we employed
a suite of MC techniques. First, we used grand canonical transition matrix
MC simulations [31] with volume V = 1000 to determine excess entropy as a
function of N and H for the natural profile case. A detailed explanation of
this approach can be found in [33, 117]. For select values of N and H, we
then determined the φ0 (z) that generated a target (flat or structured) density
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profile. We subsequently used an expanded ensemble MC [143] procedure to
determine the excess entropy of a fluid subjected to this potential.
To compute φ0 (z), we used an efficient nonequilibrium MC potential
refinement technique recently introduced by Wilding [144]. The potential was
initialized with φ0 (z) = 0 and subsequently tuned during an eight-stage canonical MC simulation. At regular intervals during the ith stage, φ0 (z) was incremented by the relative difference between the instantaneous and target density
profiles scaled by a modification factor yi = 0.001/2i. Each stage terminated
when ζ, the maximum relative difference between the target and aggregated
stage density profiles, dropped below a tolerance of ζ ∗ = 0.01.
Thermodynamic properties of the confined WCA fluid subjected to a
nonzero target φ0 (z) were determined through canonical expanded ensemble
simulations [143]. A system with a flat or structured profile was related to
that with a natural profile through a series of subensembles in which the target
potential φ0 (z) was scaled by a factor λ that spanned from 0.0 to 1.0 in increments of 0.001. A transition matrix MC technique similar to that described
in [145] was used to determine the relative Helmholtz free energy F (λ) of each
subensemble. The average energy E(λ) was also accumulated during a simulation. The total entropy difference ∆S(λ) = S(λ) − S(0) between a subensemble characterized by λ and a fluid with a natural profile was evaluated as
∆S(λ) = T −1 ([E(λ) − E(0)] − [F (λ) − F (0)]). The corresponding difference
in the excess entropy ∆S ex (λ) can be written as ∆S ex (λ) = ∆S(λ) − ∆S id (λ).
RH
The term ∆S id (λ) = −V H −1 0 [ρ(z, λ) ln ρ(z, λ) − ρ(z, 0) ln ρ(z, 0)] dz is sim93

ply the change in entropy of an ideal gas upon changing its density profile from
ρ(z, 0) to ρ(z, λ).
We computed the transport coefficients of the thin films via molecular dynamics simulations in the microcanonical ensemble using N = 4000
particles and integrating the equations of motion with the velocity-Verlet algorithm [146]. A time step of 0.0025 was used for simulating the natural and
flat profile systems, while a shorter time step of 0.0002 was employed for the
structured profile fluids. Periodic boundary conditions were employed in the
x and y “free” directions. We extracted values of self-diffusivity (parallel to
the walls) D by fitting the long-time (t >> 1) behavior of the mean-squared
displacement to the Einstein relation for diffusion ∆r2 = 4Dt, where ∆r2
represents to the mean-squared displacement in the x and y directions. Similarly, we calculated values of zero-shear viscosity η from the long-time behavior of ∆A2 via its corresponding Einstein relation ∆A2 = 2ηT t/V . Here,
Rt
∆A = 0 σxy (τ )dτ is the time integral of the xy component of the stress tensor.
Protocol for generating high excess entropy structured density profiles
The purpose of this section is to explain how the so-called “structured” target
density profiles in our study were obtained. If you are not intereseted in
the details of generating “structures” profiles, you can skip this section and
move over to sec. 5.3. The idea underlying the structured profile is that the
corresponding confined equilibrium fluid [with non-zero φ0 (z)] should have a
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high excess entropy relative to the value it takes on when it adopts the natural
profile [φ0 (z) = 0] at the same H and ρavg . Clearly, the name “structured”
does not follow in any logical sense from the above, but it was rather chosen
a posteriori to qualitatively reflect the shapes of the profiles that we find have
this property.
So how does one search out density profiles associated with high excess entropy of the fluid? The approach we adopt here is to use classical
density functional theory (DFT) for inhomogeneous fluids, which provides a
formal, although necessarily approximate, connection between excess entropy
and the density profile. Specifically, we make use of a recent modification [134]
of Rosenfeld’s accurate fundamental measure theory [30] for confined hardsphere fluids. Our simulated confined WCA fluid can be accurately mapped
onto a confined hard-sphere (HS) fluid with the same effective packing frac3
tion πρavg σHS
/6 by assigning the WCA particles an effective, HS interparticle

diameter σHS . This diameter satisfies the following “Boltzman factor criterion” [147], φ(r = σHS ) = 1, where φ(r) is the WCA interparticle pair potential
given in the letter.
In the context of DFT, the excess entropy of a confined HS fluid can be
R
expressed as, S ex [ρ(r)] = −F ex [ρ(r)] = − drΦ(r), where Φ(r) is the excess
intrinsic Helmholtz free energy density. One can further write down an EulerLagrange equation for maximizing excess entropy,
δF ex [ρ(r)]
δS ex [ρ(r)]
=−
= c(1) (r) = 0.
δρ(r)
δρ(r)
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(5.1)

In the above, the second equality follows from the definition of the one-body
direct correlation function c(1) (r). But how can this relationship be understood?
From the potential distribution theorem [123, 126], we have c(1) (r) =
ln p0 (r), where p0 (r) is the probability of inserting an additional hard-sphere
at position r without overlapping a particle of the fluid. From this, it is
clear that c(1) (r) = 0 cannot generally be satifisfied for finite ρavg . However,
for our present purposes, we are not interested in finding states that strictly
maximize excess entropy. Rather, we want our target “structured” profiles to
exhibit high values of excess entropy relative to that of the natural density
profile. Fortunately, for that purpose, Eq. 5.1 can still be productively used if
recast in a different form.
Specifically, the equation δS ex [ρ(r)]/δρ(r) = 0 with the constraint of
constant ρavg can be expressed as
ρ(z) exp[c(1) (z)]
ρ(z)
=
RH
ρavg
H −1 0 dzρ(z) exp[c(1) (z)]

(5.2)

for the slit-pore geometry. Inputting a trial ρ(z) and the associated c(1) (z) predicted from fundamental measure theory into the right hand-side of Eq. 5.2
produces a new ρ(z) on the left-hand side. We observed that thus performing
Picard style iterations on Eq. 5.2 eventually yields density profiles that correspond to fluid states with higher excess entropy than that of the natural profile.
In particular, we carried out these iterations with a mixing parameter [148]
κ = 0.005 until the relative change in S ex (=κ−1 (S ex n+1 − S ex n )) was less than
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0.05. Weighted densities and integrals were calculated using the trapezoidal
rule on a mesh of 0.005σHS . For the highest density case, ρavg = 0.75, we used
the corresponding natural density profile as our initial guess. For all lower
densities, we used the structured density profile at ρavg = 0.75 as the initial
guess.

5.3

Results and Discussion

In order to systematically probe the effects of flattening or enhancing the layering of the density profile, we first focus on the behavior of the confined fluid
for ρavg = 0.6 and H = 4. Let φ0,f (z) and φ0,s (z) represent the contributions
to the external potential that, under these conditions, produce the flat and
structured profiles, respectively. Starting from the natural profile, we incrementally flatten the density distribution by choosing φ0 (z) = λf φ0,f (z) with
progressively larger values of λf in the range 0 ≤ λf ≤ 1. Similarly, we systematically enhance the layering of the natural profile by setting φ0 (z) = λs φ0,s (z)
with progressively larger values of λs in the range 0 ≤ λs ≤ 1.
In Fig. 5.2, we show how these specific ways of modifying the density
distribution in turn affect the entropy per particle s, the excess entropy per
particle sex , the self-diffusivity D, and the viscosity η. As expected, s appears
highest for the natural profile. This is because the system is virtually athermal
when φ0 = 0 due to the steep boundary and interparticle repulsions. As a
result, its equilibrium (minimum free energy) structure also approximately
maximizes s relative to other fluid states [i.e., other φ0 (z) and corresponding
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Figure 5.2: Effect of boundary interaction (shape of density profile) on (a)
excess entropy per particle ∆sex (λ) = sex (λ) − sex (0) and entropy per particle
∆s(λ) = s(λ) − s(0), (b) self-diffusivity D, and (c) viscosity η for the confined
WCA fluid with ρavg = 0.6 and H = 4. The centerline corresponds to the
fluid with the natural density profile of Fig. 1(a) and (b). From center to left,
the density profile is systematically flattened: φ0 (z) = λf φ0,f (z), where λf = 1
yields the flat profile shown in Fig. 1(a). From center to right, the density
profile is structured: φ0 (z) = λs φ0,s (z), where λs = 1 produces the structured
profile shown in Fig. 1(b). Symbols are simulation data, and curves are guide
to the eye.
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density profiles] with the same ρavg and H. The natural profile state does not,
however, maximize sex . Rather, sex is found to monotonically increase with
increased “structuring” of the density profile. How can we understand these
trends?
The key is to recall that ∆sid (λ) = ∆s(λ) − ∆sex (λ) quantifies how
changing λ and, in turn, the density profile modifies the ideal gas entropy,
while ∆sex (λ) measures the corresponding entropic change associated with
the interacting fluid’s interparticle correlations. With this is mind, it is clear
that flattening the natural profile will inevitably result in an increase in ideal
gas entropy [i.e., ∆sid (λf ) > 0]. Moreover, since s generally decreases upon
flattening of the natural profile, it follows that sex will also generally decrease,
reflecting an overall strengthening of interparticle correlations. In other words,
paradoxically, the fluid with the flat density profile exhibits the highest degree
of structural order.
On the other hand, it is also self-evident that enhancing the layering of the natural density profile will decrease the ideal gas entropy [i.e.,
∆sid (λs ) < 0]. Since s also decreases in this process, the aforementioned
entropic penalty can at most be partially compensated by an increase in sex
due to diminished interparticle correlations. In fact, Fig. 5.2 provides a specific
example for how “structuring” the density profile can significantly decrease the
overall structural order (i.e., increase sex ) of the confined fluid. One should
keep in mind that the specific structured profiles examined here were selected
precisely because DFT predicted that they would have high values of sex . Thus,
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we emphasize that while flattening the natural density profile can generally
be expected to decrease sex , alternative means for embellishing its structure
at constant ρavg may either increase or decrease sex . The case studied here
provides proof of concept for the former. We will extensively discuss the latter
case in a future publication.
A second important point of Fig. 5.2 is that the mobility of the confined fluid, as measured by both η −1 and D, closely tracks the behavior of sex
(but not s) for the flattening and structuring processes described above. A
physical explanation is that fluid transport parallel to the walls is dominated
by interparticle collisions, and hence structural correlations [120, 121, 122].
The density profile appears to impact these transport processes mostly due to
the fact that it modifies the interparticle correlations, the effect of which is
conveniently isolated by computing the excess rather than the total entropy
of the fluid.
The above observation that fluids with more uniform density profiles can
actually have lower sex and slower dynamics than those with strongly layered
density profiles (and the same ρavg ) appears even more general when viewed
in the context of other recent simulation data. In particular, it is now known
that the hard-sphere fluid confined between hard walls shows lower sex [3] and
slower single-particle dynamics both parallel [3] and normal [149] to the confining walls when such walls are separated by distances that inherently frustrate
the ability of the fluid to structure into an integer number of layers in its
density profile. These model predictions of the relationship between dynam-
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Figure 5.3: (a) Excess entropy per particle sex , (b) self-diffusivity D, and (c)
viscosity η, of the confined WCA fluid versus average density ρavg at H = 4.
Symbols are simulation data, and curves are guide to the eye.
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ics and density profiles can now also be readily tested in experiments, e.g.,
by using confocal microsopy to investigate confined “hard-sphere” colloidal
suspensions [127].

5.4

Summary

To document the generality of the physics discussed above, we show in Fig. 5.3
the behaviors of sex , η, and D over a broad range of average film densities.
Perhaps most striking is the observation that, at high density, fluids with
structured and flat density profiles with the same ρavg can differ in both D
and η by an order of magnitude. Although the current study focuses on equilibrium fluid conditions, the trends evident in Fig. 5.3 suggest that one might
even be able to effectively supercool monatomic confined fluids by isothermally modifying the external potential in a way that systematically flattens
the density profile. Finally, counterintuitive connections between ordering and
dynamics have also been observed in driven systems [150, 151]. Whether one
can generalize the equilibrium approach presented here to gain insights into
such non-equilibrium phenomena (e.g., the shear-induced changes to liquid
structure and viscosity [150]), however, remains an open question.

5.5
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Molecular dynamics simulations were done by WPK; Monte Carlo simulations
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Chapter 6
Enhancing tracer diffusivity by tuning
interparticle interactions and solvation
shell structure
6.1

Introduction

Diffusion of a tracer particle through a complex fluid is a basic process present
in many chemical and biological systems. The rate at which it occurs, characterized, e.g., by the corresponding long-time diffusion coefficient, often has
practical implications for technologies pertaining to drug delivery, catalysis,
materials synthesis, and separations [152, 153, 154, 11, 12]. Approximate theoretical approaches for predicting dynamics, such as kinetic [155, 156], generalized Langevin [157, 158, 159], and mode-coupling theories [160, 161, 162, 163],
have recently provided new insights into the microscopic mechanisms of tracer
diffusion. Further, several experimental studies have demonstrated that there
exists an intimate connection between tracer diffusion and interparticle interactions [164, 165, 166]. However, despite these important advances, a comprehensive theory (or even a general intuitive picture) for how tracer diffusivity
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depends on the interparticle interactions and the thermodynamic parameters
of the fluid is lacking.
In this paper, we present results that shed new light on a fundamental, yet potentially technologically relevant, aspect of single-particle dynamics: whether the tracer diffusivity of a particle in a fluid can be modified, in
a systematic way, by tuning its interactions with the other particles in the
system. For colloids or nanoparticles suspended in solvent, this is a particularly interesting issue to address because it is often possible to modify the
range, strength, and sign of the effective interparticle interactions by varying solvent quality (e.g., by changing composition of a third component such
as a surfactant or salt), by introducing a depleting agent (e.q., a nonadsorbing polymer), by chemically attaching or physically adsorbing molecules onto
the particles, or by tuning of electric or magnetic interactions via an external
field [37, 38, 39, 12, 167, 44].
As a workable starting point for our analysis, we first consider a spherical tracer particle with steeply repulsive (i.e., hard-sphere-like) interactions
in a fluid of identical particles. By definition, the tracer diffusivity of this
tagged particle is equal to the self-diffusion coefficient of the fluid. Now, we
simply ask whether we can increase the tracer diffusivity of this particle by
adding an isotropic contribution to its interparticle interaction, while leaving
the interactions between the rest of the particles in the system unchanged.
At first glance, it may not be intuitively obvious that adding a contribution to the tracer particle’s hard-sphere interaction could ever lead to
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an increase in its mobility. The naive expectation is that adding an attractive interaction would slow down the dynamics of the tracer particle because
it would energetically stabilize the surrounding “cage” formed by its nearest
neighbors. On the other hand, adding a repulsive interaction to the pair potential might also be expected to decrease the mobility of the tracer because it
would effectively increase its size. If this basic reasoning were the entire story,
then the bare hard-sphere interaction would be the one that is optimal for
tracer diffusivity. Alternatively, there is the possibility that “adding” certain
types of interactions to the tracer’s hard core would increase its mobility by
a mechanism more subtle than the two idealizations mentioned above, e.g.,
by inducing a specific change in the solvation shell structure surrounding the
tracer.
Even if interactions that lead to increased tracer mobility can, in principle, be found, there is still the question of how to search them out in an efficient
and systematic way. One strategy, which we pursue here, is to first identify
experimentally accessible static structural or thermodynamic quantities, relatable to interparticle interactions through equilibrium statistical mechanics,
which strongly correlate with tracer diffusivity. Once an appropriate static
property is known, then one can devise a variational approach that leverages
either computer simulations or liquid-state theory to find the types of interparticle interactions that increase (perhaps even maximize) this property. Finally,
one can use molecular simulations, to determine whether the new interactions
do in fact result in a tracer diffusivity that is higher than that of the original
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“bare” hard-sphere tracer.
Variational calculations like the one mentioned above can be carried out
in “discovery mode”, i.e. where the form of the interaction is not assumed a
priori. This type of unconstrained optimization will generally produce potentials that are either difficult or impossible to exactly reproduce in an experiment. Nonetheless, as we show here, the results of this exercise are instructive
because they produce an idealized “target” interaction with basic features
(repulsive or attractive, long- or short-ranged, montonic or oscillatory) that
might be approximately reproduced by an experimentally realizable potential.
Of course, the parameters of the corresponding realizable potential could be
then obtained from either a fit of the target or by carrying out an optimization
constrained by the form of the interaction.
The strategy outlined above assumes that one can find an equilibrium
structural or thermodynamic quantity that not only correlates with tracer diffusivity, but also that can be reliably estimated from liquid-state theory. Along
these lines, it has been shown by molecular simulations that the excess entropy
relative to the ideal gas, sex , (or the two-body contribution to the excess entropy, s(2) , arising from pair correlations) can be used to semi-quantitatively
predict a number of nontrivial effects that not only temperature and particle
concentration [120, 121, 122, 118, 34, 116, 117, 140, 168, 169], but also confinement [3, 32, 149, 33, 34, 35], have on the transport coefficients of fluids. Excess
entropy scalings were also found to capture experimental trends in viscosity for
water [170] and Nitrogen [171] in their equilibrium states. Although a rigorous
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link between excess entropy and dynamics is lacking, the fact that transport
coefficients and excess entropy are correlated may not be particularly surprising. Excess entropy is a negative quantity that characterizes the reduction in
the number of states available to a system due to its interparticle correlations,
and those correlations are intimately related to the collisional processes that
drive transport in condensed phases. In this work, we present new results
which explore the applicability of two related thermodynamic quantities for
understanding and engineering the long-time tracer diffusivity of an infinitely
(2)

dilute species: (i) the two-body contribution to excess entropy, st , arising
from the radial distribution function between the tracer and its neighbors,
and, (ii) the excess partial molar entropy of the tracer sex
t .
We organize the paper as follows. In Sec. 6.2, we provide information
(2)

about the model system that we study, and we discuss how to compute st

and sex
t for this system from statistical mechanics. We then outline simple
variational schemes for obtaining tracer-fluid potentials which result in sig(2)

nificantly higher values of st

and sex
t as compared to those associated with

the bare, hard-sphere tracer. We also present details concerning how we compute the corresponding tracer diffusivities via extensive molecular dynamics
simulations. In Sec. 6.3, we show the link between tracer diffusivity and the
two aforementioned static measures for hard-sphere tracer particles of various
size. We then demonstrate that the variational calculations discussed above
produce soft, repulsive potentials to be added to the bare hard-sphere interaction. Consistent with what should be expected based on their static structure,
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particles with the additional soft potentials have tracer diffusivities as high
as 2-3 times the diffusivity of the bare hard-sphere particles. This is striking,
given that the former would be viewed as “larger” by many traditional thermodynamic measures (e.g., Barker-Henderson radius, second-virial coefficient,
and solubility). Finally, we show that these soft-repulsive potentials might be
approximately realized by models for effective interactions between particles
in complex fluids, e.g., polymer-coated nanoparticles or charged particles in a
salt solution.

6.2

Theory and Methods

6.2.1

Model Interactions

For our analysis, we consider a single tracer particle (t) in a bath of hardsphere-like fluid (f) particles. We model the “hard cores” of all particles in the
system via pair potentials of the following Weeks-Chandler-Andersen (WCA)
form [79],

φWCA (r; σ, ǫ) =




4ǫ([σ/r]48 − [σ/r]24 ) + ǫ r < 21/24 σ


0

r≥2

1/24

(6.1)

σ

which is known to capture many of the important packing effects exhibited by
molecular and colloidal fluids. The quantities σ and ǫ characterize the length
and energy scales of the WCA interaction, respectively. The fluid particles
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surrounding the tracer interact solely via this potential,
φff (r) = φWCA (r; σf , ǫ)

(6.2)

where σf is the fluid particle diameter.
The pair interaction between the tracer particle and the surrounding
fluid particles is given by:

φtf (r) =




φWCA (r; σtf , ǫ)

r < r0

(6.3)



φWCA (r; σtf , ǫ) + φ0 (r) r ≥ r0

Here, σtf = (σt +σf )/2, and σt characterizes the diameter of the tracer particle’s
hard core. The additional interaction, φ0 (r), is the contribution that is “tuned”
in order to decrease the solvation shell structure and, as we show, increase the
dynamics of the tracer particle. The procedure for computing φ0 (r) is discussed
in Sec. 6.2.4 and 6.3.3. For all cases we study, the parameter r0 is set by the
energetic criterion φWCA (r0 ; σtf , ǫ) = 10kB T , which yields r0 ≈ 0.97σtf . This
criterion ensures that the addition of φ0 (r) does not result in unphysical kinks
or discontinuities in the tracer-particle interaction.
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(2)

Calculation of st

6.2.2

and sex
t

The two-body contribution to the excess entropy of the fluid arising from
tracer-fluid positional correlations is given by [172, 173]
(2)
st /kB

ρ
=−
2

Z

{gtf (r) ln gtf (r) − [gtf (r) − 1]}dr

(6.4)

where ρ is the number density, gtf (r) is the radial distribution function (RDF)
between the tracer and the fluid particles, and kB is Boltzmann’s constant.
To obtain an expression for the excess partial molar entropy of the
tracer particle, we begin by writing the chemical potential of the tracer (t) in
a solvent of fluid particles (f) as

µt

=



∂G
∂Nt



=

T,P,Nf

= et − T st + P vt



∂E
∂Nt



T,P,Nf

−T



∂S
∂Nt



T,P,Nf

+P



∂V
∂Nt



T,P,Nf

(6.5)

Here, Nt and Nf are the number of tracer and fluid particles, respectively, and
et , st , and v t are the partial molar energy, entropy, and volume of the tracer,
respectively. An expression for excess partial molar entropy is obtained by
subtracting the partial properites of an ideal gas at the same temperature and
ig
ig
density [eig
t = 0; st ; (P vt ) = kB T ] and rearranging:

ex
ex
sex
t /kB = −βµt + βet + βP v t − 1

(6.6)

Here, we have introduced the standard notation for reciprocal temperature,
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β = (kB T )−1 .
Recall that, in this study, we are considering an infinitely dilute tracer
particle in a fluid of hard-sphere-like particles, a system for which each term
on the right hand side of eq. 6.6 can be simplified considerably. Specifically,
the partial molar energy of the tracer is given by the tracer-fluid interaction
energy:
eex
t

=ρ

Z

gtf (r)φtf (r)dr

(6.7)

The excess chemical potential of the tracer is equal the revesible work of inserting a test tracer particle into the fluid at constant temperature T and chemical
potential µ [126],
µex
t = Ωt [gtf (r); T, µ] − Ω(µ, T )

(6.8)

Here, Ωt is the grand-potential of the fluid with the tracer particle fixed at the
origin, and Ω is the grand-potential of pure fluid without the tracer particle.
Density functional theories for inhomogeneous fluids, like the one discussed in
Sec. 6.2.3, provide an approximate functional relationship for Ωt [gtf (r); T, µ],
while Ω(µ, T ) is a property of the pure hard-sphere fluid. In this work, the
latter is estimated by the Carnahan-Starling equation of state [174]. The
partial molar volume for the tracer can be calculated using the Kirkwood-Buff
relationship [175]:
vt = κkB T +

Z

[1 − gtf (r)]dr

(6.9)

where κ is the isothermal compressibility of the pure hard-sphere fluid, which
we also estimate in this work using the Carnahan-Starling equation of state.
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Note that integral in eq. 6.9 is sensitive to the truncation point. Hence, we
calculate its value at the last few minima and maxima (around 8-9 solvent
diameters away) of gtf (r) and estimate its limiting value by extrapolation [176].
(2)

Together, eqs. 6.6-6.9 illustrate that, like st , the quantity sex
t can be
computed once one knows gtf (r), φtf (r), and the equation of state of the pure
hard-sphere fluid. In the next section, we discuss how one can use density
functional theory to compute gtf (r) given φtf (r) and vice versa.

6.2.3

Density functional theory

We begin this section by recalling the following basic result of statistical mechanics for a tracer particle present at infinite dilution in an equilibrium fluid
at temperature T and chemical potential µ. There is a one-to-one relationship
between gtf (r) and the tracer-fluid interaction pair potential φtf (r) [45]. The
implication of this result, considered together with the expressions derived in
(2)

Sec. 6.2.2, is that the static quantities st

and sex
t are uniquely determined

by the equation of state of the pure fluid (i.e., without the tracer) and either
gtf (r) or φtf (r).
In order to make use of this information to compute gtf (r) given φtf (r)
(or vice versa), one generally also needs an approximate functional that relates
the excess intrinsic Helmholtz free energy of the surrounding fluid to gtf (r). As
described below, here we use an accurate functional provided by a recent modification [134] of Rosenfeld’s fundamental measure theory [30, 177]. Note that
fundamental measure theory strictly applies to inhomogeneous hard-sphere
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fluids, and the modified version mentioned above was designed to reproduce
the Carnahan-Starling equation of state in the homogeneous limit. For our
calculations, we thus map the bath of hard-sphere-like WCA particles onto
an “equivalent” hard-sphere fluid with the same chemical potential. The diameter of the equivalent hard-sphere particles is taken to be equal to the size
parameter in the WCA potential σf , an approximation that has been found
to be adequate in other contexts [32]. The tracer particle, on the other hand,
is treated as an external potential, φtf (r), arising from a fixed obstacle in the
fluid [recall eq. 6.3]. By treating the system in this way, we can use the inhomogeneous one-component version of fundamental measure theory to treat a
two-component fluid [178].
A convenient representation for computing gtf (r) within this framework
is the following
Λ3b gtf (r) =



1
exp β(µ − φtf (r)) + c(1) (r, ρgtf (r); µ)
ρ

(6.10)

where Λb is the thermal deBroglie wavelength of the fluid particles and c(1) is
their one-body direct correlation function in the external field of the test particle. The latter can be expressed as a functional derivative of excess intrinsic
Helmholtz free energy F ex with respect to gtf (r),
c

(1)

1 δF ex [ρgtf (r); µ]
=−
ρ
δgtf (r)

(6.11)

Explicit functional expressions for both F ex and Ωt of eq. 6.8 from the funda114

mental measure theory used in this work can be found in Ref. [134]
To obtain gtf (r) for a given φtf (r), T , and µ, we solve eq. 6.10 using
Picard iterations.1 Alternatively, for a given gtf (r), T , and µ, we obtain corresponding φtf (r) by inverting eq. 6.10.

6.2.4

Variational scheme for obtaining tracer-fluid interactions
(2)

Tracer-fluid RDF and corresponding interactions for ↑ st

The target RDFs and corresponding interactions obtained using the variational
(2)

scheme for st

(2)

are referred to as ↑ st . Below we describe the how these two

are determined for a tracer particle in a fluid of WCA particles.
From eq. 6.4 it can be seen that the RDF of fluid around an equivalent
(2)

hard-sphere tracer of diameter σt that would maximize st is given by, gtf (r) =
Θ(r − σtf ), where Θ(r − σtf ) is the unit step function. In analogy with this,
we use gtf (r) = exp(−βφWCA
(r)) as the target RDF. Here φWCA
(r) is the
tf
tf
steeply repulsive WCA interaction between tracer and fluid particles obtained
by setting φ0 (r) = 0 (see eq. (6.3)). This particular choice makes the target
RDF approximately identical to the optimal solution obtained for an equivalent
hard-sphere tracer (see also, Fig. 6.2). This target gtf (r) is input in to the
inverse DFT routine to determine the corresponding φtf (r) as described above
1

Weighted densities and convolution integrals were calculated using Rhomberg integration scheme on a mesh of 0.01σf . To avoid divergence, we mix the input gtf (r)nin and the
output gtf (r)nout profiles for iteration n to obtain the input profile for iteration n + 1, i.e.,
gtf (r)n+1
= gtf (r)nout λ + gtf (r)nin (1 − λ). We set mixing parameter λ = 0.01. λ = 0.01. We
in
continue iterations until the root mean square error in gtf (r) is less than 1e − 8.
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in section 6.2.3. These target RDFs and corresponding interactions obtained
(2)

(2)

using the variational scheme for st are referred to as ↑ st .
Tracer-fluid RDF and corresponding interactions for ↑ sex
t
The variational scheme used here searches for a gtf (r) that leads to a significantly higher value of sex
t , as compared to that obtained for the corresponding
tracer with bare, WCA interactions. The target RDFs thus obtained (and
the corresponding interactions) are referred to as sex
t . Below we describe the
scheme to determine them.
A continuous simulated annealing global optimization algorithm described in Corana et al. [179] is used to maximize sex
t at fixed T and µ. For
the optimization algorithm we describe gtf (r) by a series sum:
"

gtf (r) = exp a0 +

35
X
i=1

ai cos(iπ(r − r0 )/L) +

5
X
j=1

bj /rj

#

(6.12)

The above form ensures that gtf (r) > 0. Here, L = ra − r0 , and ra is the cut-off
distance up to which we use the above series for gtf (r). For r > ra , we use
an asymptotic form for gtf (r) [178] whose coefficients were determined a priori
from the RDF for the tracer with bare WCA interactions. The cut-off ra is
chosen such that the deviations in gtf (r) (for the WCA tracer) from the mean
value of 1 are less than 2%. Depending on the value of ρ, ra varied between
3.5–5.85.
The optimization algorithm procceds by iterating on the value of the
coefficient vector [a1 , ..., a35 , b1 , ..., b5 ] to find new estimates for the objective
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function sex
t . An initial trial point for the coefficient vector is input to the
algorithm. In addition, an initial temperature for simulated annealing, Tsa is
provided as input to the maximization algorithm. The parameter Tsa determines the acceptance probability of a downhill solution (a coefficient vector
which gives a lower estimate for sex
t ). Briefly, a given cycle in the simulated
annealing scheme proceeds as follow: (i) Given a current coefficient vector,
choose a trial point for the new coefficient vector stochastically within the
current search space. (ii) Input the corresponding gtf (r) in to the inverse DFT
routine to determine φtf (r) and sex
t as described in section 6.2.3 and 6.2.2,
ex
respectively. (iii) Accept the new trial if sex
t |new > st |current ; otherwise accept
ex
with a probability exp[(sex
t |new − st |current )/Tsa ]. (iv) Update the coefficient

vector and objective function and go to (i). (v) At the end of each cycle, check
for the convergence criterion: absolute change in maximum sex
t value obtained
in four successive temperature reduction cycles must be less than 0.1. (vi) If
convergence criterion is not met, reduce Tsa by a pre-determined factor (=
0.85 for our calculations), re-evaluate the bounds of the search space for the
coefficients, and begin a new cycle.

6.2.5

Molecular dynamics simulations

We perform molecular dynamics simulations in the microcanonical ensemble
using the velocity-Verlet technique to integrate the equations of motion. A
cubic simulation box is employed with side-lengths L and volume V = L3 ,
which depend on the system size and density considered. The value of tracer
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diffusivity is extracted by fitting the long time behavior of the mean squared
displacement to the Einstein relation for diffusion h∆r2 i = 6Dt.
From hydrodynamic arguments [180], the tracer diffusivity scales as

DL = D∞ −

α
L

(6.13)

where, DL is the tracer diffusivity obtained for box of side-length L and D∞ is
the tracer diffusivity for a macroscopic system. To determine D∞ , we simulate
3 system sizes with number of fluid particles varied between 2000–6000 at each
state point. For each system size, up to 16 different initial configurations were
used to calculate the finite concentration diffusivity, DL . We fit this data to
the above expression to obtain D∞ . The errors reported are based on the
uncertainty in the extrapolation with a 95% confidence interval.
From here on we simplify notation by implicitly nondimensionlizing all
reported quantities by appropriate combination of the characteristic length
scale σf , energy scale ǫ = β −1 = 1, and fluid particle mass mf . We have used
σt = 0.4, 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, and 2.2, ρ = 0.1–1.0, and tracer mass mt = σt3 .
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Figure 6.1: (a) Self-diffusivity of WCA-tracer particles of diameter σt =
0.8, 1.0, 2.0, and, 2.2 plotted versus fluid density. (b and c) Corresponding twobody contribution to excess entropy from tracer-fluid correlations and partial
molar excess entropy of tracer, respectively.
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6.3
6.3.1

Results and discussion
(2)

Relationship between tracer diffusivity and st ,
sex
t

Fig. 6.1a shows the effect of tracer size and fluid density on the long time tracer
diffusivity for a particle with WCA tracer-fluid interactions. The correspond(2)

ing static quantities, st and sex
t are shown in Figs. 6.1b andc, respectively. The
data shown in fig. 6.1 spans almost three decades in values of Dt for tracer sizes
ranging from less than the fluid particle size to more than two times the size
of fluid particle and fluid densities ranging from dilute to freezing (ρf = 0.95
for a hard-sphere fluid). As expected, Dt decreases upon increasing the tracer
size or increasing the fluid density. From figs. 6.1(b and c) it can be seen that
both the static measures excellently tracer these changes in diffusivity.

6.3.2

(2)

Tracer-fluid interactions for higher st

and sex
t :

Ideal case
Having established a qualitative correlation between Dt and static quantities
(2)

[st and sex
t ] for WCA tracers over a wide parameter space, we now explore the
possibility of designing tracer-fluid interactions which lead to higher values of
(2)

either st or sex
t via the variational appraoch detailed in sec. 6.2. The tracer(2)

fluid interactions obtained by using the variational approach on st

and sex
t

(2)

are referred to as ↑ st and ↑ sex
t , respectively. Note that any change in φtf (r)
(2)

would in general affect both st and sex
t . Hence, we would report the effect of
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tracer-fluid interactions on both of these static quantities.
Figs. 6.2a,b show the radial distribution function for fluid particles
(2)

around a tracer particle with WCA, ↑ st , and, ↑ sex
t tracer-fluid interactions.
In absence of any additional soft-repulsions, fluid particles layer around the
bare, WCA-tracer particle. This layering of fluid particles around the tracer
particle results from the correlations between hard-cores in an equillibrium
(2)

fluid. The RDFs corresponding to the ↑ st and ↑ sex
t tracer-fluid interactions
(2)

are not layered. A closer look at the ↑ st and ↑ sex
t RDFs in Fig. 6.2b reveals
a depleted fluid density near the tracer particle in the latter case.
(2)

Fig. 6.2c shows the corresponding tracer-fluid potentials. Both ↑ st

and ↑ sex
t interactions have an additional repulsive component in addition to
the steep WCA potential. This additional repulsive contribution is soft, and
(2)

medium- (∼ 2.5 fluid particle diameters for ↑ st ) to long-ranged (∼ 5.5 fluid
particle diameters for ↑ sex
t ).
Another important observation from Fig. 6.2c is the non-oscillatory form
(2)

of ↑ st

and ↑ sex
t potentials. From eq. (6.10) it can be seen that φtf (r) and

gtf (r) are coupled non-linearly and this leads to the possibility of removing
the oscillatory structure of fluid density profile around the tracer by a nonoscillatory potential of the form shown in Fig. 6.2. This particular effect of
non-linear coupling between density profiles and external potential has also
been observed for a confined HS fluid [32].
How does this change in tracer-fluid interactions affect tracer statics and
(2)

diffusivity? Figs. 6.3a andc show the effect of ↑ st
121

and ↑ sex
t interactions on
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Figure 6.2: Radial distribution function of fluid particles around a tracer particle of diameter σt = 2.0 and associated tracer-fluid interactions in a WCA
(2)
fluid at ρ = 0.9. (a and b) RDF for WCA (solid line), ↑ st (dashed), and
↑ sex
t (dashed-dotted) tracer-fluid interactions. (c) Corresponding tracer-fluid
interactions.
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Figure 6.3: Two-body contribution to excess entropy from tracer-fluid RDF
(2)
(a, c) and the excess partial molar entropy (b, d) of a tracer particle with ↑ st
(a, b) and ↑ sex
t (c, d) interactions. The static properties are plotted as their
difference from the corresponding value for a tracer with bare, WCA interactions. Data are plotted versus fluid density for tracer particles of diameter,
σt = 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, and, 2.2 in a and b, and σt = 2.0 in c and d.
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(2)

(2)

st , respectively. The two-body contribution to excess entropy, st , increases
(2)

significantly for both ↑ st and ↑ sex
t interactions, over the corresponding value
(2)

for a WCA tracer. We observe that the extent of increase in st

grows with

both the tracer size and fluid densities. Also, the magnitude of increase in s(2)
is approximately the same with both the interactions.
(2)

ex
The corresponding effect of ↑ st and ↑ sex
t interactions on st is shown

in Figs. 6.3b and d, respectively. We observe a trend very similar to the one
(2)

seen for st

above. The excess partial molar entropy for the tracer increases
(2)

significantly with both ↑ st

and ↑ sex
t interactions, over the value with bare,

WCA interactions. Also, the extent of increase in sex
t increases with tracer
size and fluid density. However, the magnitude of increase in sex
t is much
greater for the tracer with ↑ sex
t interactions. It would be interesting to see the
corresponding effect on dynamics.
(2)

Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 show a comparison of tracer diffusivity with ↑ st and
↑ sex
t interactions, respectively, with those for a corresponding WCA tracer.
We observe that over majority of the parameter space tracer diffusivity in(2)

creases on adding soft-repulsive ↑ st

or ↑ sex
t potential to the WCA tracer-

fluid interaction. In accord with the changes in static quantities, the extent
of increase in Dt on adding these soft-repulsive potentials is higher for bigger
tracers or denser fluids.
The maximum increase in tracer diffusivity (within the parameter range
(2)

studied here) with ↑ st interactions is 1.7 times the diffusivity of corresponding WCA-tracer (σt = 2.2, ρ = 0.9). For a tracer with ↑ sex
t interactions, the
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Figure 6.4: Long-time diffusivity of a tracer particle with ↑ st interactions.
(2)
(a) Tracer diffusivity with ↑ st inteactions plotted versus that with WCA
interactions. Data are shown for tracers of size σt = 0.8, 1.0, 2.0, and, 2.2.
The solid line (Dt = Dt,WCA ) and the dotted line (Dt = 2Dt,WCA ) are drawn
to assist in the comparison of diffusivity values. (b) Same data as a, but
(2)
plotted as ratio of the diffusivity with ↑ st interactions to that with WCA
interactions versus fluid density.
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Figure 6.5: Long-time diffusivity of a tracer particle with ↑ sex
t interactions.
(a) Tracer diffusivity with ↑ sex
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plotted
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interactions. Data are shown for a tracer of size σt = 2.0. The solid line
(Dt = Dt,WCA ) and the dotted line (Dt = 2Dt,WCA ) are drawn to assist in the
comparison of diffusivity values. (b) Same data as a, but plotted as ratio of
the diffusivity with ↑ sex
t interactions to that with WCA interactions versus
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maximum increase in tracer diffusivity is even higher. It is as much as 2.6
times the diffusivity of corresponding WCA tracer (σt = 2.0, ρ = 1.0). These
gains in tracer diffusivity would correspond to a large decrease in the time
scale of a diffusion controlled process (time scale ∼ 1/D).
This large gain in tracer diffusivity is even more striking when we compare the diffusivity of ↑ sex
t -tracer against that of a corresponding WCA-tracer
with a same Barker-Henderson diameter [181, 182]. The Barker-Henderson diameter corresponding to ↑ sex
t tracer-fluid interactions for the tracer of size 2.0
in a fluid at ρ = 0.9 is 3.7. Assuming the validity of Stokes-Einstein relationship, Dt for a WCA-tracer with σtf = 3.7 is expected to be approximately 10
2
times smaller than the value obtained for these ↑ sex
t tracer-fluid interactions.

6.3.3

(2)

Tracer-fluid interactions for higher st

and sex
t :

Mapping on to effective potentials
The tracer-fluid interaction potentials in sec. 6.3.2 were obtained by assuming
no constraints on the form of potential. Hence, it is not clear if they correspond
to any known potential and whether they can be realized in an experiment.
In this section, we explore the possibility of fitting those interactions to two
commonly used potentials for complex fluid systems.
(2)

We fit the soft-repulsive part of ↑ st

tracer-fluid interaction onto a

logarithmic potential given by, φb (r) = ǫb ln[(r − σb )/σr ].3 This form of in2

A Barker-Henderson diameter of 3.7 is equivalent to a tracer of diamter = 3.7∗2−1 = 6.4.
Assuming Dt ∼ 1/σt , an increase in WCA-tracer diameter from 2 to 6.4 would decrease its
diffusivity by a factor of 3.2.
3
We set σb = 1.44 and σr = 2.55 − σb . These parameters are chosen so that φb (r = 1.46)
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Figure 6.6: Radial distribution function of fluid particles around a tracer particle of diameter σt = 2.0 and associated tracer-fluid interactions in a WCA
(2)
fluid at ρ = 0.9. (a) RDF for WCA (solid line), ↑ st (dashed), and “brush”
(dashed-dotted) tracer-fluid interactions. (b) Corresponding tracer-fluid interactions.
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teraction is obtained for the potential of mean force between two spherical
particles in a molecular solvent, where one of the particles is coated with a
polymer [183]. From here on we would refer to this interaction as “brush”.
(2)

A comparison of “brush”and ↑ st potentials for a tracer of size σt = 2.0
in a WCA fluid at ρ = 0.9 is shown in Fig. 6.6b. The “brush”potential cap(2)

tures the main features of the ↑ st potential. Fig. 6.6a shows a comparison of
corresponding RDFs. We observe that the “brush”potential leads to approximately similar decrease in the layering of fluid particles around the tracer as
(2)

obtained with ↑ st interactions. Does it capture the corresponding effects on
static and dynamics properties?
Figs. 6.7a and b show the effect of adding the “brush”potential to the
(2)

bare, WCA interaction on tracer static properties st

and sex
t , respectively.

Both the static measures increase significantly over that an equivalent WCAtracer. Fig. 6.8 shows the corresponding effect on tracer diffusivity. We observe
that, in general, the diffusivity for a tracer with “brush”interaction is higher
than that with WCA interaction. Additionally, the increase in the value of
static quantities and tracer diffusivity with “brush”interactions, over that with
WCA interactions, grows with the surrounding fluid density. The maximum
obtained increase in tracer diffusivity with “brush”interactions is 1.8 times the
diffusivity of corresponding WCA-tracer (σt = 2.0, ρ = 1.0).
(2)

↑ sex
t interactions are much longer ranged than ↑ st , and as a result a
polymer-brush potential might not be suitable for them. We instead use the
(2)

is finite (starting point for soft-repulsions) and φb (r = 2.55) = 0 (↑ st
(2)
point). ǫb was determined by a regression fit of φb (r) to ↑ st .
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RDF and (b) the excess partial molar entropy of a tracer particle with
“brush”interactions. The static properties are plotted as their difference from
the corresponding value for a tracer with bare, WCA interactions. Data are
plotted versus fluid density for tracer particles of diameter σt = 2.0.
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Figure 6.9: Radial distribution function of fluid particles around a tracer particle of diameter σt = 2.0 and associated tracer-fluid interactions in a WCA
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t (dashed), and Yukawa
(dashed-dotted) tracer-fluid interactions. (b) Corresponding tracer-fluid interactions.
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repulsive tail of a Yukawa potential, a model system for screened Columbic
interactions, given by, φY (r) = ǫY σY /r exp[−κY (r − σY )].4 .
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Figure 6.10: (a) Two-body contribution to excess entropy from tracer-fluid
RDF and (b) the excess partial molar entropy of a tracer particle with Yukawa
interactions. The static properties are plotted as their difference from the
corresponding value for a tracer with bare, WCA interactions. Data are plotted
versus fluid density for tracer particles of diameter σt = 2.0.
Figs. 6.9a and b show the RDFs and corresponding tracer-fluid interactions, respectively, for a tracer particle of size 2.0 with Yukawa as well as ↑ sex
t
4

We set σY = r0 = 1.46, where r0 is the starting point for additional tracer-fluid interactions (see eq. (6.3)). φY (r) was cut and shifted to make the potential and its first derivative
zero at a cut-off distance determined by the range of original ↑ sex
t potential. Then, ǫY and
κY were determined by a regression fit of cut and shifted φY (r) to ↑ sex
t .
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Figure 6.11: Long-time diffusivity of a tracer particle with Yukawa interactions. (a) Tracer diffusivity with Yukawa inteactions plotted versus that with
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comparison of diffusivity values. (b) Same data as a, but plotted as ratio of
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tracer-fluid potential in a fluid at ρ = 0.9. We observe that the Yukawa potential captures the main features of the ↑ sex
t potential. The corresponding effect
on static and dynamics of a Yukawa-tracer is shown in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, re(2)

spectively. In Figs. 6.10a and b, we see that st and sex
t , respectively, increase
significantly on adding Yukawa interactions to a corresponding WCA tracer.
Accordingly, Dt for the Yukawa tracer increases up to a factor of 2.3 times
the value for the corresponding WCA tracer in a fluid at ρ = 1.0. As seen
above, the maximum gain in tracer diffusivity and associated static quantities
happens at the highest fluid density.
To further probe the effects of adding repulsive interactions to a WCApotential, we use a series of tracer-fluid interactions of the form φtf (r) =
φWCA
(r) + αφY
tf
tf (r) for a tracer of diameter 2.0 in a fluid at ρ = 0.9. Here,
φY
tf (r) is the repulsive tail of a Yukawa potential obtained from a fit to the
corresponding ↑ sex
t potential. The parameter α was varied from 0 → 3; α = 0
corresponds to the bare WCA tracer-fluid interaction and α = 1 corresponds
to the full Yukawa interaction. Note that one trivial effect of adding repulsive
interactions would be an increase in effective tracer size. This alone would
increase tracer-fluid correlations and decrease tracer mobility over the corresponding WCA tracer.
(2)

Fig. 6.12b show that st

is maximum close to α = 1, indicating that

the full Yukawa potential minimizes the two-body tracer-fluid correlations for
this series (α = 0 → 3) of potentials. Further, in Fig. 6.12a we see that in
accord with s(2) , Dt is maximum for α = 1.
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Figure 6.12: Effect of changing the strength of soft-repulsive contribution to
tracer-fluid Yukawa interactions for a particle of diameter σt = 2.0 in a WCA
fluid at ρ = 0.9 [α = 0 corresponds to the WCA potential and α = 1 corresponds to the full Yukawa potential]. (a) Ratio of self-diffusivity of a tracer particle with Yukawa interactions to that with WCA-interactions. Corresponding
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correlations and (c) excess partial molar entropy of tracer.
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From Fig. 6.12 we observe that up to α = 1, all three quantities, Dt
(2)

(with one exception), st , and sex
t , become progressively larger. For α >
1, however, Dt decreases sharply indicating that the slowing down effect of
increasing tracer size becomes important here. This decrease in Dt is captured
(2)

by a corresponding decrease in st , indicating a strengthning of tracer-fluid
correlations at the two-body level. However, sex
t keeps on increasing beyond
α = 1.
To understand this non-trivial behavior of sex
t , we compare the full
Yukawa potential (α = 1) against the one obtained for α = 2. Fig. 6.13a
shows that for α = 2 potential, tracer particle is effectively impenetrable up
to a larger distance in comparison with the full Yukawa or the bare, WCA
interaction. This is in agreement with the higher steepness of the additional
repulsive contribution for α = 2 potential (see Fig. 6.13b). These changes
in the RDF affect various contributions to sex
t (see eq. (6.6)) in a predictable
ex
manner. Our calculations show that vt , eex
t , and, µt increase with α. However,
ex
the increase in v t and eex
t , dominates the increase in µt , leading to a net higher

sex
t .
We infer that for tracers with same effective core size, e.g. represented
by the same effective contact separation of the surrounding fluid particles and
the tracers with a bare, WCA or a full Yukawa potential, dynamics and statics
are positively correlated. This allowed us to design tracer-fluid interactions
(2)

that decrease the tracer-fluid correlations, as quantified by st

increase the tracer diffusivity over those for a bare, WCA tracer.
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Figure 6.13: Radial distribution function (RDF) of fluid particles around a
tracer particle of diameter σt = 2.0 and associated tracer-fluid interactions
in a WCA fluid at ρ = 0.9. (a) RDF for WCA (solid line), full Yukawa
(α = 1), and, α = 2 Yuakwa (dashed-dotted) tracer-fluid interactions. (b)
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6

6.4

Conclusions

In summary, we show that tracer diffusivity of an infinitely dilute particle
with steeply-repulsve WCA interactions with the surrounding fluid particles is
tracked by two excess entropy related static measures. The first measure was
the two-body contribution to excess entropy from the radial distribution function between tracer particles and the surrounding fluid. The second measure
was the excess partial molar entropy of the tracer particle. For given fluid conditions both these measures can be determined uniquely from the knowledge of
tracer-fluid RDF. This latter quantity in turn has a one-to-one mapping with
interaction potential of the tracer-particle with the surrouding fluid particles.
(2)

We used these two principles to determine, via variational schemes on st and
sex
t , two families of tracer-fluid potentials which when added to the bare, WCA
interaction significantly increase the value of above two static measures. These
additional potentials are soft, repulsve, and medium- to long-ranged. Hence,
they increase the “effective size” of the tracer paritcle. Inspite of that, these
interactions were shown to significantly increase tracer diffusivity, over that of
a tracer with bare, WCA interactions. The effect of additional repulsive interactions on decreasing tracer-fluid correlations and increasing tracer mobility
becomes more pronounced at larger tracer sizes and higher fluid density. The
maximum increase in tracer diffusivity was as much as 2.6 times the value for
a tracer with bare, WCA interactions. This increase is expected to be approximately 10 times the diffusivity for a WCA tracer of the same “effective size”
as the tracer with additional repulsive interactions.
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We also show that these additional soft-repulsive potentials can be approximately reproduced by two effective potentials, namely, (i) a logarithmic
interaction potential between a polymer coated particle and a bare particle,
and (ii) repulsive tail of Yukawa potential for screened Columbic interactions.
These effective potentials lead to a similar decrease in tracer-fluid correlations
and corresponding increase in tracer diffusivities. It would be interesting to
explore in an experiment if these “effectively larger” polymer coated nanoparticles indeed have similar or even larger diffusivity than the corresponding
uncoated particles.
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Chapter 7
Future Directions
In addition to providing new insights into the implications of interfacial interactions and interfacial structuring on polymer collapse, and tracer diffusivity
in both mixtures and confined fluids, this thesis has also suggested interesting
possibilities for future studies, several of which are highlighted below.
Our work on polymer collapse showed that for a hydrophobic molecule,
one can approximately treat the effects of polymer size and polymer-water
attractions independently. It would be interesting to see if the same physics
holds for heteropolymers or protein molecules, which typically present a mixed
hydrophobic-hydrophilic “interface” to water. We also observed that an appropriately defined surface tension of the polymer-water interface was independent
of weak attractive interactions. How does the picture change for hydrophilic or
amphiphilic co-polymer chains? Do our results for hydrophobic homopolymer
chains apply for hydrophobic blocks of a co-polymer, assuming the blocks are
larger than some critical size? Some other natural extensions of the polymer
collapse study include exploring the kinetics of collapse or investigating the
roles of pressure, cosolutes, and confinement on hydrophobic polymer collapse
thermodynamics.
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Our work on predicting the dynamics of confined fluids focused primarily on hard-sphere-like atomic or colloidal fluids. It would be interesting
to investigate the possibility of using excess entropy, the generalized measure of available volume, or other static measures for predicting the dynamics
of confined fluids with qualitatively different types of particle-particle and/or
particle-wall interactions. Very little is known about the relationships between
static and dynamics properties for complex fluids with softer interactions, include the Gaussian-core model for effective interactions between polymers or
micelles, the Yukawa potential for screened electrostatic interactions between
suspended particles, and models for particles near polymer-coated surfaces,
etc. From a fundamental perspective, these systems are interesting because
of the rich dynamic and thermodynamic properties that some of them display [184, 185, 118], e.g. anomalous increase in self-diffusivity and decrease in
structural correlations with increasing particle concentration.
Finally, our results on tuning the diffusivity of a tracer particle by systematically changing its interactions with the surrounding particles or with
confining walls has opened up several exciting possibilities. We showed that
the “ideal” interactions obtained by our variational scheme can be approximately mapped on to experimentally realizable potentials, such as those obtained for a polymer coated nanoparticles. It would be interesting to collaborate with experimentalists in order to explore if “effectively larger” polymer
coated nano-particles indeed could have similar or even higher mobility than
the corresponding uncoated particles.
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Another interesting problem to explore is whether one can passively
tune the properties (partial excess entropy, available volume) of one component of a confined mixture by modifying its interactions with the boundaries.
In other words, to what extent can the static properties, and perhaps the dynamics, of one species be “decoupled” in this manner from the other relaxation
times of the confined fluid. Could such an approach be used to facilitate the
separation of the components in a confined mixture? Simple extensions of the
approach described in this work could be used to explore these issues.
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